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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Tuesday
April 3, 2007

Murder suspect apprehended

Volume 101. Issue 129
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Vegetarians on
campus come
together

Craig Daniels found hiding in a hole on his mother's property

The club recently
reformed to promote

ByLisaHalventodt

healthy diets among

City News Editor

students | Page 3

Craig
Coach helps
motivate and
guide students

Daniels
Suspect arrested
for Thursdays
double homicide

Pressures of campus
life has many seeking

five days after the murder of two
people in a Parker Street home,
officials arrested the man they
believe was responsible.
The U.S. Marshall's Fugitive
Task Force found 34-year-old
Craig Daniels Jr. in a hole under
a large pine tree on his mother's
property in Ijouisville. Ohio — a
suburb of Canton — around 3:25
p.m. yesterday.

According to Bowling Green
Police U Tony Hetrick. Daniels
was hiding under a tarp when
marshals found him.
At the time of the arrest. Daniels
had no weapons and did not put
up a fight. There was no indication
Daniels' mother had helped him
hide, Hetrick said.
Daniels was taken to Stark
County Jail and at press time,

Bowling Green police were
ex|Kvied to transport him back to
BowUne Green to be booked in the
Wood County lustier Center last
night or early today
DonieK is accused of murdering longtime Howling Green tesi
dent Alicia Castillnn, 30, and her
boyfriend lohn C MHcheD, 22. of
lbledo. early Thursday morning.
In a frantic 3 a.m. 1)11 call,

Castillon's 10-year-oW daughter
Katie Identified Daniels as the killer. Castillon's four children, ranging from 9 months to 10 years old.
were in the home at the time of the
shooting
Daniels had fathered two of
them and had a history of domestic violence whh (astillon, In 2000.
See DANIELS | Page?

help from a success
coach | Page 3

Rodgers
evacuated for
loset fi re

Deadline for taxes extended

Police capture
escaped prison
inmate
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After fleeing a hospi-
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By ALiiru Buus
Reporter

tal, the escapee was
discovered in a Milliard

^0,

home | Page 6

Softball comes
out even on
the weekend

You could smell the smoke all
the way by I larshman.
lust alter II) last night, the
lloulingt ireen I-'ire I )epartmeni
was called to Rodgers I kill fora
lire that started in a closet. Both
residents were absent from
room 102, the source of the fire.
freshman Nate Demon, who
lives in room 102, said he had
been in Founders for about
forty minutes when a friend
called him to tell him his room

The team lost two to
Kent, but managed to
take out Buffalo twice
a day later | Page 11

was the cause of the alarm,

Ohio State
University gets
gatored again

According to It. Schroedcr
of the Howling (ireen Fire
Department, the fire in the
empty room was not intentional.

^
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The final score was

(".,,.

84-75 with the Gators

&*M

becoming national

See FIRE | Page 7
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iCHO VARGAS

PAPERWORK: TIKW 1<JX foims and mote are
available at ihe Wood County Library for lax
payers filing then own taxes this year

South Korea,
U.S. sign trade
agreement
Ten months of work

By Kritten Schweitzer
Reporter

Students who frequent South
Main Street can expect to lx'
slowed down l>y construction
through the end of spring and
even into the summer.
The construction work on

Many cope
with coffee in
Ethiopia

TAX MISHAPS

By JMM Morgan
Reporter

approval | Page 10
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manufacturing coffee
remain hopelessly
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Officials recommend getting
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deal awaits legislative

addicted | Page 10

KHOVABGAS

taxes done as early as possible

finally paid off as the

Those involved with

Construction
continues on
Main Street

K>
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April showers bring May flowers. It is also the
season for taxes.
Although the deadline is quickly approaching, people have an extra two days since
April 15th falls on a Sunday. According to
Christine McDaniel, a tax preparer for Liberty
Tax Service, the deadline is April 17lh instead
of the 15th.
The 15th is a Sunday, the next day is observed
as a federal holiday I Emancipation Dayl in
some states, so the deadline is die 17th," said
McDaniel.
See TAXES | Page?

South Main stalled needy two

Most Comrt)on Tax Return Mistakes
■ Incorrect filing status recorded.
■ Social Security number(s) incorrect,
missing, or don't match name(s).
■ Incorrect or missing forms and
schedules
■ Return not signed
■ Claiming ineligible dependents
■ Failing to claim credits (child tax

weeks ago and is anticipated to
persist until Inly 30.
"We're very optimistic thai
the contractor will remain on
schedule if not be ahead of
schedule," said lohn lawcetl,
cit\ municipal administrator,
at last week's meeting.
At last night's meeting Bill
Hlair. public works director.

credit, earned income credit) or
figuring credits incorrectly (Often
because of not understai >dm<;
eligibility or calculating incorrectly)
■ Failure to report and pay domestic
payroll taxes

See CITY | Page 2

USG urges
students to be
more green

Did you get pranked
this weekend?

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

&

With the United States using
a quarter of the world's energy
and resources running low,
students of the Undergraduate
Student Government hope
to move BGSU into a green
movement
Dressed in all shades
of green, members of the
Organization
Liaison
Committee urged students to
become more environmentally cautious during last night's
open forum in the Union.
USG Organization Liaison
Chair lason Snead was one of
the presenters at last night's
forum.
"We'd like to try to encourage a greener atmosphere," he

CHRISTIAN GRAVES,
Freshman. Pre-med
"No not that I know
of.~ | Page 4
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TODAY
Strong Storms
High: 73. Low: 43
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TOMORROW
Cloudy/Wind
High: 42. Low: 27
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SeeUSG|Page7
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BLOTTER
SUNDAY
8:50 AM
Side window of a vehicle parked
■ ■ : orted
1$400 m dam
I ;
11:57 AM
Rea1 passenger door window
of a vehicle parked on Clough
•■ ported broken out.
causing $200 m damage
3 54 P.M.
GaryO'Neil Adkinv 4H. of
Milan. Mich., cited for open
■ i.ner of alcohf;! it an I

'.

8:08 PM
Man called to report three 11
pie threatened hirn with a knife
it a South M
ment cor ;
referred to the city :■■
8 14 P.M.
• ■
'/psy Lane re
I receiving harassing

•
1129 PM.
Raymond L. Stevens. 44. of
rib, Ol
nested foi
dome-.'
i ■ while under the influence

*

tain reasonable conti
'■ - Street.
11:55 PM
'ted at the Clazel
Theatre on North Mam Street.
A man reported someone had
i ins
both, breaking a panel Police
found no evidence of anyone
■

MECCA
Management Inc

DANIELS

Two found
dead on UW
campus

From Page 1

Ml I
Two people were
killed in .in apparent nuirder-suicideatthe University
ol Washington yesterday
morning, polite said.
\i about 9:30 a.m., police
received reports of six shots
fired at a female administrative assistant, said
Raj Wittmier, assistant
chief of the University of
Washington Police,
When poliee arrived at
the fourth-floor office in
Gould Hall, they found the
woman and a man dead. A
handgun was found In the

office.
While not immediately
revealing the motive for
the killing, police said they
were not looking for any
oilier suspects.
The shooting occurred
during spring quarter
classes and students in the
building were locked into
theii classrooms during the
shootings.
Ilendrik V'oll, a visiting
grad student from Estonia,
was on the fourth floor
when the shots rang,
Voll said lie heard three
or four shots, then a pause,
followed by three or four
more shots. He said it wasn't
thai loud and he wasn't
sure it was gunfire at first,
lint within about four minutes, he said police rushed
into the building with guns
drawn

he was sentenced to five years
in prison for domestic violence,
burglary and intimidation of
an attorney, victim or witness
in a criminal case. On Feb. 7,
he was indicted on charges of
stalking and resisting arrest He
was ordered to stay away from
(jistillon and move to his mother's house. On March 26, he
appeared at the Wood County
Court of Common Pleas and
ludge Reeve Kelsey told Daniels
he could remain free as long as
he followed court orders.
By Thursday, there was a warrani for Daniels' arrest on two
charges of aggravated murder.
Since the murders, Bowling
Green police had been cooperating with law enforcement
agencies across the state to find
Daniels.
On l-'riday. Stark County sheriffs found Daniel's blue pickup
truck within a mile of his mother's home and began searching
the county extensively.
Upon hearing Daniels was
arrested. Bowling Green police
were thrilled and both victims'
families were happy to hear he
was caught. I letrick said.
"It was a team effort and we're
happy with the way it turned
out, "he said.
But that doesn't mean police
will stop investigating the case.
"We put in a lot of hours on
this case and there's a lot more
work to be done." I letrick said.
"Now we'll concentrate on
building the best case against
|Daniels|."
\
If convicted, Daniels could
face the death penalty or life in
prison.

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECKOUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

WWW.MECCABG.COM
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TAXES
From Page 1

Since there is a new deadline,
people are still scrambling around
trying to get together. However, it
is important not to wait until the
last minute.
"The first thing you should do
is call Liberty Tax Service!'' said
McDaniel, laughing.
Putting all jokes aside, McDaniel
says the first thing to do is to data
all information for your records
and gather all information and
any other important documents
recorded to the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS).
"This includes papers like W-2's,
1098 income forms and any other
documents from your employer's," she said.
The next step would be to decide
if you are going to file yourself or
have someone do il for you.
"There are different ways to file
yourself— Web sites, buying software— or just hire someone to do
it for you," McDaniel said.
Stores like Staples mid Best Buy
have tax software kits to people to
but if they want to file themselves.
The two most common software
at Staples are TurboTax and I l&R
Block Uncut Rot both types of
software, they have different editions. Basic. Deluxe. Premium.

CITY
From
said pavement of the lanes on
South Main will hopefully begin
on Thursday.
"Once |the lanes) are finished
the construction will switch
to tire other side of the road."
according to Blair.
The projeel will also involved
the repaving of several residential
streets, including Monroe Court,
McKinley Drive and Van Buren
Court, as well as the installation
of wheelchair ramps.
City council member Robert
McOmber, however, was concerned with the neglect of the
sidewalks on Main Street. At the
meeting he asked Blair whether
there was any work to be done
on the curbs, which he said were
deteriorating.
According to Blair, no curb
work is being done beyond
the constniction of wheelchair

"Another thing to remember is if you don't
know how to do it yourself, don't because
this is how people make mistakes"
Ch'istine McDanie11 Tax Prepare!
Business, Federal and State are all
the editions of this software, with
price ranging from S20-S100.
Not all people feel like they
know what they arc doing, so
it might not be a good idea for
others.
"Another thing to remember is
if you don't know how to do it
yourself, don't because this is how
people make mistakes," she said.
Additionally, for those who
are comfortable with filing taxes,
there are different web sites to go
and do them on-line.
As far as web sites go, people
can always go to the IRS web site
and print fonns or do it on the
software's website, like Turbotax
and I l&R Block.
I lowever, not all these Web sites
are free
"With Turbotax, it costs but it
doesn't. You can do it free on-line,
but they charge like $30 for filling and they just take il out your
refund" said Farrah Garcia, junior.
Turbotax isn't the only website that does this. I l&R block
charges also.

In the middle of their website
are three "click-on" boxes where a
customer can pick which one they
want to do, with the lowest deal
starting at $15.
According
to
McDaniel,
Liberty Tax Service is offering
a special where University students can file their federal, state
and school taxes for only $60 if
they are full-time students and
are filing single.
"Some places charge by the
hour, we charge by the form,"
said McDaniel. "lor instance, if
someone is doing a 1040 form,
which has schedules A, B, C, we
would charge by each schedule
separately."
Whether filing yourself or having someone else do it, always
remember this one thing.
"I recommend NOT waiting
until the last minute because
there might be a mistake that can't
lx' corrected the same day," said
McDaniel.
If you have any questions, you
can go to the IRS website at http: / /
www.irs.gov.

ramps.
"We arc not replacing curbs al
this time. We would have doubled the cost for the project by
replacing curbs.'' Blair said.
The pavement work being
done on South Main is most
ly being paid for by the Ohio
Department of Transportation.
'Highly percent of the work
is being paid for by OD()I. The
city pays for the rest." according

"Eighty percent of

to Blair.
The concrete and sewer
trenching, however, is solely
the city expense, according to
McOmber, as part of the city's
budget for the year, created hack
in November.
The development of better
sidewalks is not completely out
of the picture, however.
Some sidewalks in the city will
receive attention in the future,
according to Blair. The city

received a $40,000 grant from
the Bowling Green Community
Development Block Grant.

the work is being

paidforbyODOT."
•Bill Blair | Public Work Director
The CDBG, which is provided by the United States
Department of Housing and
Urban Development, uses
funds to develop the community through public services,
public facilities and economic
development, according to the
city Web site.
1 Tie sidewalks to be affected
are mostly those along Wooster
Street, including areas between
North linlerprise and Summit
st reels as well as between Ordway
Avenue and Napoleon Road.
Anyone wishing to learn more
about the constniction project
on South Main Street, or the
residential streets that will be
impacted, can visit the city's Web
site at www.bgohio.org.

Interested in planning
Events for the Campus?
Interested in planning
Concerts?

Enjoy dessert with the University
ol Toledo Health Science
Campus program directors,
faculty, and coordinators for:

ottGSU

Biomedical Research
Medicine
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Physician Assistant
Public Health
Organ Donor

APPLICATION DUE APRIL 6, 2007 AT 5PM
IN THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT
RM 401 BTSU
Have all of your questions
answered by those who know
about:
• Admission Requirements
• Med Start
• Graduate Assistantships
• MCAT/GREs
• MD-PhD
• Curriculum
£W# . '
n scpM '

Careers
Proposed Changes

Wednesday, April 4th at 7:00 PM
; Room 307, 308, 309, 318 BTSU (Union)
Bowling Green State University

QUESTIONS?
<

372.2486

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Success coach motivate
students to achieve goals

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Swne ol Vw IJ*B <t* J *m*\ » utvi *om Mfibgw edu

11-2 pm
International Children's
Book Day

Tuesday. MS. 2007 5

Campus vegetarian group starts anew
By KyW Reynolds
Reporter

"I am not a
counselor. I am a
success coach."

By Alexandria CUfc
Seror Reporter

Falcon's Nest

2:50 - "•
Beyond Crouching Tigers:
Asian Americans in
Academic
201A Union

230-5pji
Faculty Senate Meeting
McFall Center Assembly Room

3:50- 8
Education Mock
Interviews
J60Saddlemire

4-5am
Tech Trends - Google and
the Search Economy
206 Union

Classical Guitar Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall

Bp/i
Nine Planets and
Counting
112 Physical Sciences Bldq.

■;■

College Democrats
Informational Meeting
21SOIscamp

9-10:1'..
Vision (GLBT*) Weekly
Meeting
107Hanna

GIB Elections
314 Union

NPHC Elections
208 Union

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Philosophy dept. to
debate health care
Tin* BG^U Philosophy Department
will host an event tomorrow. As part of
their Great Debate series, the event is
titled "Should the government guarantee minimal health care benefits foi all7"
Speakers in the discussion include several members of the BGSU Philosophy
Department It is from 6 50 to 8 p.m. in
the meeting room of tlie Wood County
Public Library on Mam Street. The event
is free and open to the public

Some Hollywood celebrities like
licyonce. Bow Wow, I'-Diddy
and Christina Aguilcra have had
success coaches to help them
throughoul their career, but BG
students also could have a success
coadl from their sophomore to
senior year for free.
lattice Twork is the retention coordinator in the Center
lot Multicultural & Academic
Initiatives.
"I came here three years ago, in
which they treated my position
because they felt upperclussmcn
Deeded more contact with' the
program." Tuork said. "I mean to
obtain a bachelor's degree is a four
year or more process because then1
isa lot ol distractions sue has illness.
roommate problems and personal
issues."
There ate 266 sophomores,
juniors and seniors that come to
Iwork lor guidance during their
academic year.
"I am not a counselor, 1 am asuccess coach," 'Iwork said. "I listen to
the students' problems, I help them
make a written mime plan such
as for academic grwls or budget,
I encourage them to use the tons
of resources the University offers
lor additional help in the area they
need it."
lunik said this service she provides is like an improving ground
for the students to go through while
they transition from freshman year
to getting their degree.
"I give the UHIIS to the students
so they can exhibit grxxl characteristics for fuunv employers such
as having the skill of time management, communication skills and
having giKxl knowledge of die area
in which they want to be |xm of,"
Iwork said.
but, even though Iwork guides
the studentsthey must haveagamc
plan and meet their plan's goals.
laurence Armstrong, sophomore, said the best pan of the program is accountability.
"When you come hen1, you have
to have a plan or ideas to write
down as a game plan for the week.
whether it is what time to study
and not to study." Armstrong said
"Accountability comes in when you
come to tin' next meeting and she

Janice Twork | Success Coach
asks you if you did what you told
her or what yilu had written as a
game plan."
Armstrong said it feels awkward
if he has to go into a meeting and he
didn't complete his game plan.
"It makes me feel like less of a
man or a person if I didn't live up to
what I said I was going to do for that
week iuid come to her," Armstrong
said. "It's like this silence about what
Should I say"
Iwork said she doesnt have to
say anything when the students
don't follow through with theirwrilten game plan.
It's not about making them feel
guilty because they didn't complete
something, but it is more about
why didn't they follow through and
how to avoid it from happening
again. "Twork said.
Armstrong said this program
R'ally has helped him Improve in
academics and how to balance priorities.
"When I was a freshman I put my
school work off until the last minute, but now as a sophomore my
grades have definitely improved,"
Armstrong said. "Sophomore
year I knew I had to get it together
because I didn't like being an average and typical college student."
Armstrong said he found out
about the program through his
advisor, |oy llanwell-U'in, through
trie Center for Multicultural &
Academic Initiatives.
Having a success coach has
made me more responsible and
more aware that my academics rest
on my shoulders." Armstrong said.
"Hie idea that you have to have a
game plan written down makes me
kx)k at it in another perspective."
Annstrong said he is the type
of person who thinks a lot so he
didn't think be would have to write
what he thought down until Twork
became bis success coach.
Iwork said she helps out the
students because they go through
pains, trials and tribulations like
See COACH | Page 5

The convenience of fast food
is hard for a lot of students to
pass by but the members of the
University's vegetarians club try
to be more cautious about what
they put in their bodies.
The club existed a few years
ago and was recently started up
again by Laura Dilley, club advisor, and Daniel Richardson, club
president.
The group meets twice a
month at Squeakers on Thursday
at 6:30 p.m.
Dilley has resurrected the
group to bring together people
from the vegetarian community.
"\Ve want to serve as a forum
for |ieople in the R(i community
that are interested in learning
about a healthy diet and nutritional recipes," I )illey said.
The group is not aiming to
convert people to becoming vegetarians if they do not wish to be,
according to limily I larwell, club

treasurer.
"We aren't promoting vegetarianism for all people, we want to
inform people of animal rights
issues associated with meat
and we just want to haw fun."
Harwell said.

Richardson hopes to remove
some of tl«' negative stereotypes
associated with the vegetarian
lifestyle.
"We realize that one cannot be
forced to become vegetarian and
we wouldn't scold someone for
eating meat because if thej like
it, then more power to them."
Richardson said. "I think (his
is an inipoiiani point to make,
because vegetarians have been
viewed as an extreme or elitist
group that condemns people for
not sharing in their belief thai
eating animals is wrong."
Richardson lias been a vegetarian for three years now; ini
tiall\ he was wound about tell
ing his family about his decision
because he grew up eating meal.
The switch to being a vegelar
Ian was not difficult, he said.
"My mother always taught
me that there has to lx' a green
vegetable, a yellow vegetable
and a meat in every meal, but
once I learned that wasn't the
case, the transition wasn't hard,"
Richardson said, "tor some people that mentality is ingrained so
much that they have a lot of difficulty becoming vegetarian, or
they aren't aware of all the allei
natives that don't taste horrible
because there are things that

taste really bad like the Union);
vegans spot"
Dilley is especially concerned
with issues involving last food
chains and animal rights.
"Major food corporations
and last food companies have
a proven economic Incentive
to produce animals for mass
consumption through modem
farming techniques thai would
be considered felonies it they
were carried out on dogs or cats,"
Dilley said.
Raising awareness on issues ol
animal rights and the environ
men) are Important to the group
and they hope to have some ills
cussion groups in the future on
those issues.
When the group meets at
Squeakers, Ihey often trade ted
pes, Attendance at group CM'tits
arc usually between live and Mi
people, but the) hope to expand.
"We want to spur more interest
in vegetarian eating and issues,
we are relatively small now
because I think a lot ol people
aten't aware thai we are bark."
Dilley said.
for more information you
can contact Laura Dilley at
dilley@bgsu.edu or Daniel

Richardson ai rdaniel^bgsu.
eriu.

SHAWNDHHESS

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Are you read} for t.ill registration? ix> you know what classes
you are going to take? Do you know how to use MvBCiSU to
register? Do you know when you can begin registering? If
\ our answer to any of these questions is "no", schedule an appointment with your advisor today!
Sponsored by Advising Network

BG1 CARD
e>taiNMNa MAY t,

rr's The 1 c^^t? TO <^Amv
AT &&sur
It's your student ID.
It's your purchasing card.
Show it to make purchases
anywhere on campus and at
select off-campus merchants.

It's your ticket to
dining options.
Swipe it at University dining
centers, the Union, select
vending machines, even some
off-campus restaurants.
You can add funds to your
BG1 Card at multiple locations
on campus and
by phone, fax and mail.
Funds put on the card are
instantly available.

i

FAST.
CJON\/tNltNT.

BG1 CARD...
THE 1 CARD TO CARRY.
For more information:
http://BG 1 Card.BGSU.edu
Phone: 419.372.4127

BGSU

2007
Registration begins for:
March 19
March 21
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 16
April 20

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

. 1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

3720676

Register using My. BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

Email: bg 1 card@bgsu.edu

In person: BG1 Card Services Center
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

' On May 4, BGSU will discontinue the BiG Charge and bursaring.

'

CLOWNING AROUND: Students make balloon creations at the National Organization lor the Reform of Maii|uana Laws (NORML):
to help promote the organization and the movie that they showed last night

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
Phone 419-372 4444

OPIN

"There wasn't any warning. The warning was the earth tremors." - Alex
Lokopio. politician on the Solomon Islands, which was hit a 10-foot high tsunami
yesterday, from Time.com

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Nope, I didn't get
pranked."

Tuesday. Apfil J. 2007 4

Did you get pranked over the weekend?
"My roommate tied
my shoes together,
and I tripped and

"Nope. I didn't

"No, but I wish I had

get pranked, but

been."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

I pranked my

Have your own take on

roommate."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tor

PETER DRAKE.

MATTPERSINGER.

Sophomore. Biology

Junior. Political Science

SARA HOTZ. Junior.
Marketing

NEAL CROPPER.
Sophomore. Education

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

utual respect is key to
international relationships
fjF
SCOTT RECKER
g^flv^^^ COLUMNIST

April Fools' mediocrity
ii wild
I woke up Sunday
morning (fine, Sunday afternoon) with every intention of
starting my day early, being
productive and netting a" "' my
work done in time for opening
night of Major League Baseball.
Of course, like every other
Sunday I hit a roadblock thai
hindered my goal This roadblock, however, was mure tangible than till' others; 1 opened
I:H di II H mi the way to the
bthroom to find what looked
like a solid steel wall harricadBig me into my room.
Ii turned out to be duct tape,
but it contained a type-set sign
Indicative ol just what day it
was. The sign simply said
"April Pools."
One ofthe most entertaining
days ol the year. April Fools'
Day came and went again
yesterday without a bona fide
prank. The duet tape was good,
yes, but the pranks just went
downhill from there.
I received an entail from
my HA that the /no, I islier
i lull's claim-to-fame party held
the niglil before the Fisher
Regatta, had been cancelled.
Reasons cited - too many rules
infractions and the fact that
next year's HAs are abroad. I at
chance.

Later, my girlfriend tried
to convince me that she was

BILL BRINK

"One ofthe most
entertaining days of the

taken In the hospital Saturday
night after falling out of a van.
landing on a broken Ixmlcand

slicing her arm open. Although
this is something she would
conceivably do, she forgot she
talked to me the night before
and made no mention of a hospital trip.
What happened to the good
April tools' Day pranks?The
day used to be tilled with brilliantly conceived debaucheries

My cousin once busied out
a bottle of ketchup and a carving knife, laid out a murder
scene and went to town on his
mother and sisters, like any
good mother would, she went
bonkers, then flipped out again
once she found it to be a prank.
liSI'N baseball analyst I'eler
Gammons once convinced

ESPN Radio host Dan Patrick
that former player and manager Pete Hose, who received
a lifetime ban from baseball
for gambling, was going to be
allowed into the I lall of I aim
He deceived not only Patrick
but also the millions of listeners
glued lo their radios.
The best prank I've heard
of to diite came from my high
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school (lays. A girl, in a heartless act olaggression /radiant
display of ingenuity, told her
Needless to say, the |x>or young
man was too busy trying to
restart his heart Deal and rearrange his future lo remember
the date.
I he meaning of the day
careened downhill from the
glory days ofthe past. People
need to lake their April 1st more
seriously in the future.
Why didn't I think of something, you may ask? A creath ft
naughty idea to break the streak
ill disappointing pranks My
Saturday was jam-packed. 1 was
too busy watching Entourage
DVDs and imagining what my
life would be like if I were Turtle.
You know.Turtle- would pull
some sweet April Fools' shenanigans. Call ii Inspiration for
next year.

..THE WHOLE TRUTH-

...AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH,
SO HEU>
,
YOU GOD?

HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

yesterday without a
bona fide prank."

boyfriend she was pregnant

that could bring the chosen
victim in tears.

ATTSPNEY GENERAL GONZALEb, CO
\OU SWEAR TO TELL THE TRUTH-

year, April Fool's Day
came and went again

If respect is given, respect will
be shown in return. This is the
case in almost any interaction
between human beings. But,
as of late powerful countries
such as the United Stales and
Britain have not shown countries the respect they demand
to see in return.
I think as one ofthe most
powerful countries in the
world, we fail to realize we are
not superior to lesser fortunate
countries. We also fail to realize
thai just because some people
are not our countrymen, they
are still our fellow human
beings. We. as a wealthy and
powerful country, have an
obligation to ease the suffering
of people in great danger and
those facing hardships.
A prime example is our lack
of help to the people in Darfur.
According to an article on the
FOX News Web site entitled
"Official: Darfur Destabilizing
Region," the 4-year-old conflict between local rebels and
the Sudanese government
in Darfur has left more than
200,000 detid and 2.5 million
homeless. If I was in genocide,
was starving, and experienced
the brutal deaths of friends and

family. I know I would appreciate a little food and health care.
But Darfur is not the main
issue I want to address as lack
of respect that is shown among
countries. According to an
article on the CNN Web site
entitled "Iran: No plans to put
British crew on trial," a group
of 15 British military members
were captured in Iranian water
while patrolling for smugglers.
Iran has already announced
that there were no plans to
put these soldiers on trial and
simply asked for an apology
from the British government.
They failed to issue the apology and pretty much would not
admit they were wrong. British
soldiers have been videotaped
saying that they have been
treated well and all 15 military
members confessed to their
actions.
Now. I think Iran is being
very calm about this whole
situation and just trying to
prove to the world that they
did not capture these soldiers
for no reason. They are obviously trying to be civil about
the situation and avoid conflict, but I think they definitely want to make sure it does
not happen again.
What would happen if we
would find 15 Iranian soldiers
staking out the (iulf of Mexico?
They would probably be called
terrorists, and if we found them
in affiliation with the Iranian
government, we would prob-

"I think as one of
the most powerful
countries in the world,
we fail to realize
we are not superior
to lesser fortunate
countries."
ably take action against them.
I realize that the smuggling of
weapons into Iraq may be a
problem, but we have to take
in consideration the rights of
other countries, especially the
ones who are being pretty civil
in situations such as this one.
They obviously don't want any
trouble, but they have respect
for their country and they do
not want (o be bullied.
Maybe if there was more
respect shown to each other by
counties of the world, we would
see less death and more world
peace. Maybe we could bring
our troops back home from
Iraq to their families and we
could do something better with
our tax dollars than create a
war machine.
Give peace a chance: it might
not be half bad.

Send comments to Scott Recker at
stecker@bgsu.edu

weet 16 sour academically
U-WIRE — March Madness.
The mere mention ofthe
hallowed spectacle of athletic
accomplishment quickens
the heartbeat of even casual
sports fans.
Locally, a deep run into the
tournament inspires nearly
24-hour broadcasts on the
local news.
For just over two weeks every
spring. Cinderella is no longer a
Disney character, but is an over•achieving group of athletes driven to unforeseeable greatness by
the right blend of momentum,
determination and luck.
As much as we enjoy the
event, from simply watching
the games to participating in an
office pool, ii highlights some of
the major difficulties going on in
American universities today.
Among most ofthe teams
advancing to the Sweet
Sixteen, a remarkable disparity
exists between the graduation
rates of white students and
black students.
For example, the University of
Memphis, which would advance
to the Elite Eight before falling to
Ohio State University, graduates
only 25.7 percent of its African
American students, according to
The Education Trust.
This falls well short of the
national average of 41.2 percent
for all African Americans and
the school's graduation rate
among white students, which is
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"I OF LOUISVILLE
36.6 percent.
Athletic achievement is certainly praiseworthy and college
basketball in March is one of
the country's greatest athletic
stages, but it is necessary to
remember that student-athletes
are exactly that, and the student
should always come First.
Ofthe last sixteen remaining
college basketball programs,
only five squads received
Academic Progress rales higher
than 925, indicating that athletes are being retained and
graduated at a level suitable to
the National College Athletic
Association.
Simple math reveals that eleven ofthe sixteen schools, nearly
70 percent, are failing.
The worst offender, by far,
was the University of Southern
California, whose basketball
team registered a paltry and
embarrassing APR of 771.
The news isn't all bad, however. Traditionally strong academic institutions, such as the
University of North Carolina,
Georgetown University and
Vanderbilt University all scored
at least 975.
This only highlights the fact
that there are academic haves
and have-nots in the same manner as basketball programs.
It's inspirational to many

"Among most of the
teams advancing to
the Sweet Sixteen, a
remarkable disparity
exists between the
graduation rates of
white students and
black students."
when an average team of average players such as George
Mason University last year,
defeats a string of teams whose
players are months away from
lucrative professional paycheck.
Unfortunately, no mechanism
exists to pique public interest
in underachieving academic
institutions, the Cinderellas of
higher education, as athletic
programs increasingly become
the facades of colleges and universities nation wide.
The real madness of March,
and any other month, is that
many students are becoming
frustrated with school, falling through the cracks in the
administration and dropping
out.
If only there were tournaments for them.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 500 words. These
ace usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
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printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to riwnewsUbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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New initiative
pushes kids
toward college

Artwork depicts the politics
behind the abortion debate
By Alexandria Clark

"I really didn't know

Senior Reporter

Tuesday. ApnT52007 5

University offers free fire
safety, training seminars
By Kelly Men
Reporter

how abortion was

By Julie Carr Smyth
Many presentations about abortions are presented as giving
both sides through literature
and science, hut leannic ludlow
showed both sides through artwork and analysis.
last night at Manna Hall, lecturer for the Women's Studies
Program, leannie Ludlow, hosted a program tailed "Saving the
Unborn, Saving Women: Art and
Abortion in the U.S."
This program presented both
sides of abortion — pro-life and
pro-choice — through art work.
"The artwork that I will show
you identify with politics of the
U.S. about abortion," Ludlow
said. "By displaying this artwork
you will see how both sides musl
lie shown."
Ludlow said the theory of
destruction argues whenever
there are tun tipposites both
must exist in order to reinforce
the other side.
"Pro-life and prn-rltnitr ate
both complex and troubling and
when tine starts to think about
ii they get themselves in a rut."
Ludlow said.
Ludlow showed many slides of
artwork and gave her own Interpretation of it,
One piece of artwork Ludlow
showed was by Lisa Link and her
piece was called "Ashcroft"
This artwork, comprised of the
Statue of Liberty, with a woman's
reflect ion in the face i if i he statue
along with phrases all around
saying 'Doctor-patient privacy.
" This artwork represents what
women must go through in order
lo get liberty," Ludlow said.
Vnother significant art piece
by artist, Kate Obering. catted
' 'Wake up lit lie Susie." was a chess
board, in which the pawns rep-

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — A catchy new
initiative, with ;t flashy Web
site and eye-catching billboards that will say things
like "diddly squat" or "nada,
zip, zilch," has got its sights
set on the kids that Theresa
King and TJamara Bergen
once were.
King, now 62, opted long
ago not to pursue college.
For her, the decision
marked a rebellion from a
severely structured childhood.
Bergen, 46, didn't go
because she was certain at
age 18 that she wanted the
picture-perfect existence of
a wife and mother.
Each stood within sight
of the Ohio Statehouse on
Friday and expressed skepticism that the latest in a
series of state efforts to get
kids into college would have
worked for them.
The
newest
initiative,
called Knowllow2CiOOhio,
will spend S200,()()() on radio,
TV and interactive Internet
advertising aimed al getting
high schoolers to tak.' advantage of Ohio's elaborate network of college access programs and professionals.
fliers and tips for students
are going to give then i advice
like: "Be a pain (in a good
way!" or "Push Yourself:'
next to a picture of a teenager being pushed in a grocery carl.
Bergen said, although
she understands the value
of college now, such a program would have hail little
effect then.

resented young black and white
women who were pregnant hill
weren't accepted.
"The black pawns represented the black women and the
white pawns represented while
women,"! udJowsaid.'Thewhite
castles represented the clinics in
which the white women went lo

"Nan," she said. "Because
my parents talked With me
and lots of older adults did,
but 1 was in love and I was
getting married and having babies, and thai was all
I needed."
King was the only one of
her parents' eight children
not lo pursue higher education.She didn't face the "poverty of spirit" that Gov. Ted
Strickland said is keeping

am] the black castles represented
the ghetto, in which they would

keep their child because of the
neighborhood embracing them."
Ludlow has prior experience

expressed through
art until now."
Erin Wethern | btudent
with dealing with abortion
cases.
"I spent 10 years at an abortion
clinic," Ludlow said. "Bui I have
seen some change."
Ludlow said in ihe past, when
she worked in Ihe abortion clinic, lhey couldn't say the word
'baby' but refer lo it as removing
the tissue.
"Now I have seen that ihe
word baby' can be said in order
for them lo comfort the mothers
and understand their real feelings so that we can help them,"
Ludlow said.
In addition Ludlow explains
how abort ions have binaries that
keep society from addressing the
women's experience.
"The binaries under protTioice is woman, mother, rights
and science," Ludlow said.
"Under pro-life is fetus, child,
mortality and religion."
Ludlow said under prochoice the people don't speak
of grief a mol her goes through,
bin they lend to feel uncomforl
able when talking about babies
and murder.
Ludlow also explains dial
under pro-life the people
don't pay attention to hou the
mother feels.
"These binaries allow us to
lose sight of what is important,"
l.udlowsaid.
Some people that attended
really were impressed by the way
abortion was presented.
"I'm a feminist, so I am prochoice.'" said Vanessa (larluck.
senior. "I only saw il through
activism not art, but now I see
abortion In a broader perspective because art opens up a lot
ol things."'

Whenever thedreaded Brealarm
goes off in the middle of the night
at a residence hall. Resident
Advisors run lo their station.
They as well as oilier slal]
members on campus, were
laugh! lo do this through Lire
Salciv Training at the beginning
of the year.
lolin Curtis, the University^
i ire Safety Inspector, holds darning sessions as often as necessary
which teach newemployees what
to do in case of an emergency
Nearly :IM new University
employees sat in the College
Bark office Building yesterday
and learned about fire safety, lire
protection and safety devices as
pan of tin orientation program
that some departments require.
Kate Whitrnore and lacque
1 lahnareamonglhe new employ
ees from Internal Auditing who
came to the session and didn't
know what to expect
"I don't know what this training will entail nor have I talked
lo anyone about the training."
Wliitmorcsaid.
Curiis began ihe session asking how man) employees knew
where lire extinguishers were
located or whether they changed
Ihe batteries to their smoke or
heal detectors.
He followed this bj sounding off a smoke detector and

explained
the
differences
between each safet) device.
Fire extinguishers are a main
fOCUS of the training sessions
CurUs asked how main employees knew how lo operate a lire
extinguisher and was not surprised to learn a majority of
employees didn't know how.
"I'm nol here to tell on anybody," Curiis said Tin only
interested in correcting problems and acquainting people
with what's around ami with the
equipment"
A live demonstration was given
outside where each employee
bad the chance to spray a fire
extinguisher usingthe PASS (Pull,
Mm, Spray, Spread! technique.
"The training session was
useful" Stilly Snider, a campus
employee said. "We have a lot
more confidence now in case we
tire ever faced with a dangerous
circumstance."
Whitrnore also believed dial
overall the training wasasuccess
and believes thai if till depart
ments arc not required to take
this training, they should be.
We leamedalot through what
the instructor told us,"Whitmore
said We have learned a lot and
gol a boost ot confidence."
All these training sessions
are HIT and open to students,
Untversit] stall and the general
public. Il interested, contact John
Curiis through Environmental
Health and Safet) at 419-3722171.

Fiom Page I
even one else
There ait'ii loi of distractions
in students' lives such as stress,
death in ihe family or the main
organizations on campus.
"There are a lot ofonHnbalions thai students can be part
of, bin they have to figure how
many organizations they can
handle, while still having good
academit sianding,'Tworksakl.
Bui. Twork is their to help
the students balance their priorities, help them improve on
academic goals and help them

cope with personal issues.
Also when Iwork helps out
the Students she also refers
them toothei services around
campus
"I'm like an octopus; I
branch oil and use the community to help students,"
[Work stiid. "Students are not
amp to go OUI and use sei
\ Ices such as the stress clinic
because ol distractions."
Therefore when Iwork refers
ihe students lo go out and use
the services she gives them a
referral card to till out to make
sure they used the service.
Some students have already
heard about Iwork and plan
to have her as a success coach
next year.
"I've heard a lot about Ms.
lattice iwork and how she
helps students meet their goals,
while comforting them," said
Shayta Herron, freshman. "I
think thai I will lake advantage
ol that program because il is

very beneficial."

Something for Everyone
309 HIGH ST:
2 bedroom, unfurnished/
furnished apadments.
Small 8 unit complex. $475 per
month plus electric/gas.

CHECK

IT

OUT

523 N. ENTERPRISE:
4 bedroom / 2 bath house.
Close to campus.
SI-150 per month plus utilities.

433 N. ENTERPRISE:
3 bedroom i 1 bath house.
Nice Yard. S710 per month
plus utilities.

441 N. ENTERPRISE:
3 bedroom 1 bath house
Nice Yard. S795 per month
• i ties.

Others agreed with Unlock, by
agreeing how Ludlow presented
abortion through art
I really didn't know how abortion wits expressed through art
until now." said Erin Wethern,
junior."! really liked how leannie
explain deconslruclion theory
through art: il was amazing."
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Rentals
332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverentals.com

Seattle students explore new
cultures by taking up Arabic
TRANSLATOR PAY

By Erik Licit,..
MCT

tie (or translating government intelligence at the National Virtual

SEATTLE — After the 36 spots
for Arabic 101 were tilled at
Bellevue (Wash.) Community
College this pasl quarter, there
was still a wailing list of II students. An additional 21 students
were signed up for Arabic 102.
Hubert 1-oulk was one of the
lucky ones who gol into the
introductory class. He showed
up recently wearing his Air 1 orce

Translation Center:
539/hour. Arabic all dialed* of
Chinese, Dan, Far si. Hebrew, Korean.
Kurdish. Pashto. Punjabi. Somali SwahnV
Tigtinyan and Urdu
$S2/hour: Amharic. French, German,
Gujarat). Hindi, Ibo. Indonesian.
Japanese. Nepali. Niqenan/African
languages. Sinhalese, Tamil. Turkish.
Vietnamese and Yiddish

ROTC fatigues.
"I'm planning to be a pilot, and
if I'm slaying in Ihe Middle liast,
it's tt huge language to learn,"
said the Maple Valley. Wash.. 19year-old.
The Arabic-language class
is a first for Bellevue, a reflection of the growing interest in
what's called "critical languages"
— Ihose languages lhal basically
cover ihe world's hot spots, fiom
the Middle Bast to China, Africa
and Itussia.
The need for proficient linguists in these areas is so great

$29/hour: Armenian. Bosnian. Finnish.

PAY AS YOU GO

$27/hour: All other languages

With the BG1 Card's "stored-value" feature, you can
deposit money on the card to be used for purchases
on campus and at participating off-campus locations.
Then, the purchase amount is simply deducted from
that account. Be sure to carry your card with you—you
will need to present it when making purchases using
your stored-value account.

Source National Virtual Translation
Center, www.nvtc.90v

thai the Mil ran a recruitment ad
in the 2(MM> Super Howl. And four
years ago. Congress established
the National Virtual Translation
Center to recruit at-home linguists 10 translate documents tor
various intelligence agencies.

Haven House Manor
Mini Mall Apis. (*>v«ito««i)
Fox Run Apts.
Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
, .
see 0 jr website or
call lot more details

sun

Purchasing with the BG1 Card is fast, convenient and
secure. The card is easy to use and will be accepted
at most places on campus where purchases are made,
from the bookstore to dining centers, Wendy's™
and Starbucks'", the Student Recreation Center
and department and college locations. Cash, debit
cards, credit cards and checks will still be accepted
everywhere they previously have been. Additional
BG1 Card features are planned for the coming year.

You can easily put money on your stored-value BG1
Card account at various locations around campus:
• In the Bowen-Thompson Student Union, at the
Card Services Center in the University Bookstore or at
the Account Management Center machine (similar to
an ATM) next to the Information Desk
• In the Student Recreation Center, at the Account
Management Center machine;
• Over the phone, at 419-372-4127
• By fax. at 419-372 4364
• By mail addressed to the BG1 Card Services
Center. BGSU
The Account Management Center machines accept
cash or credit cards to put money on stored-value BG1
Card accounts, and also can be used to check BG1 Card
balances. The Card Services Center in the Union accepts
cash, personal checks, credit cards and debit cards for
adding funds to BG1 Card accounts. Money put on the
card is instantly available for purchases on campus and
at participating off-campus locations.
You can also check your balance online at the BG1
Card site, and eventually you will be able to view
transactions online as well.
Note: Fees for such things as library fines, broken lab
equipment and traffic tickets will not be deducted
from BG1 accounts Those charges will be applied to
students' bursar accounts.

PLAN FOR YOUR MONEY NEEDS

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

The new system will require you to prepare a bit more
in advance. You should make sure you have enough
money on your BG1 Card to cover all purchases you
expect to make with the card.

GOT QUESTIONS?

Families can add money to their students' BG1
stored-value accounts using any of the methods above.
Money deposited on the BG1 Card will roll over until
a student's last semester at BGSU.

GET ANSWERS.

For more information, goto the BGICard Web site at http://BG1Card.bgsu.edu. call 419-372-4127 or visit the
BG1 Card Services Center in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
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BiG Charge and bursaring of campus purchases and
donations will end on May 4, the last day of spring
semester. But you can still easily purchase items and
campus services using your BG1 Card, which is also your
BGSU photo ID. Many of you already use this option,
now the card becomes even more important as the
" 1" card to carry for your campus needs.

Ibngan
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An important change is coming to the way in
which we pay for the things we buy on campus.

Russian. Serbo-Croatian. Spanish and

Preferred
Properties Co.
•
•
•
•
-

The BG1 Card becomes the
1 card to carry at BGSU

arm?
SPACIOUS
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OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30 S«t: 10-2
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378
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Strickland vetos provision;
signs $7.8 billion budget
By Matt Lf inching

"I am concerned that

■

COLUMBUS
Gov. Fed
Strickland on Saturday signed
the state's two year, $7.8 bil.loii transportation budget
hut vetoed a provision on
chartei school busing thai
traditional public schools
said would make them lose
too much money,
It's ilic insi |iici ,■ oi legislation sini kl.iini I),is agreed to
sign since the Democrat look
i,line III lanuary. I In- bill,
which provides Funding For
highway and road projet is Foi
the next two years beginning
in luly, unanimously passed
the Republican controlled
i egislatureon Wednesday.
Strickland, who has the
power io (iii certain puni
-mils in spending hills without vetoing entire measures,
look out the pro\ ision that
allows chartei si hools to ere
ate ihi'ii own transportation
systems,
Chartei schools are privately run schools that receive

there was not sufficient debate about
the impact or costs
of this provision to
our school districts."
■ ind | Governor
public money.
Slate law now requires that
charters use the transportation system of the traditional school district in which
they're located, unless they
can gel an agreement to opt
out. lust like the public money
lliiit Follows the students, the
slate transportation dollars
would then Follow them to
the charters.
"I am concerned that there
was not sufficient debate
about the impact or costs oF
this provision to our school
districts." Strickland said in
Ins veto message.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Couple needs $8,700 to adopt child
ByAnidiJcsdanun
The Associated Press
NEW YORK— Ken and Kristie
Sigler have sold cookbooks and
Football tickets to raise SI6,000
For an adoption. For the final
$8,700, they are appealing
directly to strangers — through
a new online clearinghouse that
bypasses traditional charities.
Reality Charity LLCfc Web site,
to be unveiled today, promises
to be an eBay For Fundraising.
Those in need post appeals to
pay oFF student loans, recover
from a natural disaster or avoid
a foreclosure. Those wishing to
give respond to them directly.
The idea is to let donors choose
their causes and beneficiaries
and make sure their gifts aren't
diverted For overhead costs that
most charities incur.
"We should cut out the
middlemen and let the people
decide." said Alexander Blass,
the site's Founder. "IF I want to
help sponsor your high-definition television, why not? But I
may see your listing and 1 may
reserve my sympathy For the
Katrina victim or wounded veteran or adoption couple."

The Siglers arc hoping enough
visitors will be moved by their
financial plight to help them
adopt a boy From Guatemala. The
I lilliard, Ohio, couple say they are
turning to the direct appeal after
striking out with their church and
traditional charities.
"There are a couple ol places
that provide grants For adoption,
hut they are Few and Far between
and so many Families are adopting." said Kristie Sigler, who haveraised about $200 oF the $8,700
from seven donors during a private testing period on the site.
Using the Internet For direct
appeals is hardly new. The practice, which skeptics have termed
"cyberbegging," gained momentum in 2002 after a 29-year-old
New Yorker claimed that strangers sent enough money to her
Web site to help pav off more
than $20,000 in debt.'
Scores oF sites Followed with
pleas From single moms, recent
college graduates with student
loans and maxed-out credit cards
and childless couples seeking
treatment For infertility.
Reality Charity wants to be
a centralized place for such
appeals — the "matchmaker," in

The Tech Trends series is an exploration of the
issues and trends in technology teaching and learning.
The series is sponsored by the Information
Technology Committee (ITC), the Office of the
Executive Vice President and the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.

Blass' words. Otherwise, he said,
donors might not know of giving
opportunities, and those in need
might not know where to plead
their case.
Donors From around the world
can browse listings by type or
location, search by keyword or

Conjoined
twins to
undergo
separation
By MR. Kropko
The Associated Press

Google and the
Search Economy
Tuesday, April 3, 4-5 p.m
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Grady Burnett, head of online sales and
operation at Google, Ann Arbor, will focus on
three areas in his presentation:
Get to Know GoogleIt's technologies, its products and its people
The Search EconomyHow is Google leveraging technology to
benefit business
Google in MichiganDetails on Google's Michigan operations,
including profiles on customers and how
they've successfully used AdWords and profiles
on a few Michigan Googlers

Previous Tech Trends presentations
are accessible from the DVSS server
on MyBGSU
Titles from the 2006-07 series include:
• Copyright Issue in YouTube, Second Life and Other
Adventures in the Metaverse: Music, Law, Politics and
Higher Education
• Why Should We Care about Net Neutrality?
• Technology Trends and Web 2.0
To access, log into MyBGSU and from the Blackboard
tab, select "My Video Search" from the Tools menu.
Enter the keyword "Tech Trends" to see the listing of
previous presentations in this series.
For more details on these presentations
and the Tech Trends series, visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/page26134.html
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HELP: Kristie and Ken Sigler. who are trying to raise money to complete the adoption of a
boy from Guatemala with the help of the web site realitycharitycom. are seen in their house
in Hilliard. Ohio. Saturday. March 51.2007 The Siglers have sold cookbooks and football
tickets to raise $16,000 for the adoption. For the final $8,700. they are appealing directly to
strangers - through a new online clearinghouse for bypassing traditional chanties.
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CLEVELAND
(AP)
—
Conjoined twins who will
have high-risk separation
surgery arrived Monday in
a private jet from Dallas, a
prelude to weeks of medical
tests and possibly months ol
surgical procedures.
Anastasia and Tatiana
Dogaru will stay at an
undisclosed location in a
Cleveland suburb.
A team of doctors seek to
separate the 3-year-old girls
in Four stages over several
weeks at Rainbow Babies
& Children's Hospital, part
oF University Hospitals oF
Cleveland. Anastasia, the
larger twin, also requires a
kidney transplant; she has
no kidney Function and relies
on Tatiana's kidneys.
Hospital spokeswoman
lattice (itthl said the twins
and their parents, aboard
a I light Options jet, landed
about 1:20 p.m. at Cuyahoga
County Airport, in suburban
Richmond I (eights.
The medical team is
"approaching the treatment
oF Anastasia and Tatiana
with hope and optimism,
and also with a need to
temper our expectations
with realism,'' Dr. Nathan
Levitan, chief medical officer for University Hospitals,
Case Medical Center, said at
a recent briefing.
He said the procedures are
complex and the risks considerable.
For the past 2 1/2 years,
Anastasia and Tatiana, who
are from Italy but are of
Romanian descent, have
been in Dallas. They were
brought to I he United States
by the World Craniofacial
Foundation about nine
months after their birth to
be evaluated for separation
surgery.
The top of Tatiana's head
is attached to the back of
Anastasia's. Twins born
joined at the head — called
craniopagus twins — are
extremely rare, occurring in
about 1 in 2.5 million births.
Among the surgical risks
are the possibility of brain
damage, stroke or a fatal
amount of blood loss.
Doctors say it appears the
girls only share a small portion of brain matter. Before
their final separation, the
girls will have had skin
expanders placed in their
heads to make sure there is
sufficient cover once they
are separated.

RANDOM
•mtTRUE
Smelling bananas or green apples
(smelling, not eating)
can help you lose weight

click on a direct link passed along
by a relative or Friend. They can
respond will i a credit card or eBay
Inc.'s PayPal payment service,
with any transaction Fees deducted and disclosed. Recipients must
live in one of about 50 countries
served by PayPal.

STATE
BRIEFS
.'. WIRf SOURCES
HILLIARD. Ohio (AP)-Police arrested a prison inmate at a house where he
holed up yesterday with a hostage after
overpowering a guard in a hospital and
fleeing with the guards gun and uniform,
authorities said
When pol.ee entered the room where
Billy Jack Fit.'morris was at in the suburban Columbus home, he came out peacefully, police s.nd Authorities did not say
who the hostage was No one was injured.

Exotic animal
auction in
ortheast Ohio
MOUNT HOPE, Ohio (AP) —
Three times a year, folks who
decide they just have to own a
monkey or a bear can bid on one
at an exotic animal auction in
northeast Ohio's Amish country.
The animals come with a veterinary certificate and are looked
at by government inspectors, but
the moment the bidding closes
it's up to the owners to feed and
contain the beasts.
Neither Ohio nor federal law
regulates owning an exotic animal, although a state lawmaker
has proposed a permit program
in response to recent attacks on
owners and their neighbors.
Animal rights activists say the
unregulated ownership of wild
and exotic animals can risk the
safety oF humans and the wellbeing of the animals. But the stateis powerless to step in.
"Why people would want to buy
those kinds of animals is beyond
me," said DougMillerof theOhio
Division of Wildlife. "If someone
in Lakewood decides they want a
monkey in their house, they can
have it."
For many of the 5,000 attendees, the auction here in Holmes
County, 60 miles south of
Cleveland, isaworthwhilespectacle If not a real shopping trip. The
air is filled with the sounds and
smells oF rdaring bobcats, barking zebras and hissing otters.
The latest auction ended
Saturday, but two more are
scheduled For September and
November.
"I would not buy one, but where
else can you get this close to these
animals?" said lune Wagner, oF
Cat iton, as she looked in the cage
of a bush baby, which is one of the
smallest primates and looks like a
squirrel with huge Front-set eyes.
The animals are supplied to
the auction From private owners
and go For about $100 to several
thousand dollars, cage included.
An auction Flier reminds the winning bidders that they're immediately responsible forgivingtheir
pu rchases food and water.
"We're hearing report after
report of people being hurt by
animals that should not be considered pets," said Lisa Wathney,
sp okeswoma n for People for t he
Ethical Treatment of Animals,
an animal rights group. "Many
of the animals sold in Ohio will
end up confined in cages in
buck yards or basements. They
will live out abysmal, boring
lives if something worse does
not happen to them."
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USG
From
said.
Snead told students the United
States usesaquarteroftheenetgy
consumed in the world. He said
by making an effort individually
or as a campus, we could be part
of the solution to this problem.
One recommendation made by
Snead is to replace household
appliances with energy efficient
models.
"Anythingexceptatoothbrush
will have an energy efficient version coming out within the next
two to three years," he said.
Senator At-Large Natalie
Olson, handed out a list of ways
to save energy on recycled paper.
Olson suggested using fluorescent light bulbs instead of incandescent, turning off lights when
leaving a room, carpooling and
spending five minutes less in the
shower each day. Olson said she
thinks students, faculty and the
administration often fail to realize how one action could affect
the environment in the future.
"You have to think about the
long term consequences," she
said.
lazmine Bennett, treasurer
of the Environmental Action
Group, said students are often
unaware of recycling options
available in the dining facilities.
"The recycling bin is right
there, but they'll still throw their
bottle in the trash," she said.
Bennett and Olson said special attention should be paid to
recycling in the dining facilities. They said they would like
to see BGSU follow after Ohio
University, which recently started using biodegradable dishware.
"I'd like to see how we could
make a difference on this campus because there's still a lot to
do," she said.
USG also invited BGSU
Executive Vice President Linda
Dobb to speak about the
University's budget, which has
the potential to decrease dramatically next year.
Dobb said if Strickland's budget proposal is approved by the
legislative branch, BGSU's budget will decrease by S2.7 million,
forcing the University to make
budget cuts.
"Our best guess is that this is
going to pass," she said.

Price and participation may vary.
C 2007 McDonald's
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SMOKE OUT: Ollicer Lwdhardt speaks with Nate Demon after his room taught on
iire last night In Rogers Resident Hall

FIRE
From Page 1
"No one was in the room
and il seems to be accidental,"
Schroedersaid.
Firefighters carried a flaming object out of the building
and hosed it down before they
were able to Identify it as clothing. Police officer Richmond
of the Bowling Green Police
Department said that all the
details surrounding the incident
are still unclear.
"It looks to be just bags and
shoes. We will have more information tomorrow," Richmond
said.
Denton said the authorities
are supposed to contact him 1>\
noon today with information
about what happened and lor
access back into his room.
Lt. Schroeder said there was
little fire damage to the room.
There was smoke damage
on tiie first llcxir and minor lire
damage to the closet door,"
Schroeder said.
According to Demon, who
was allowed to re-enter the
building, they removed the most
damaged part of the closet from
the room.
"There were flame marks up
the side of the cabinet." IVnton

said. "But the)' ait out about a
foot by foot section out," Denton
Slid.

Denton said die firefighters
told him the lire was caused by
"a warm lava lamp" that he had
left on while visiting Founders,
Some of the students forced
to evacuate the building were so
used to having to leave for false
fire alarms, they resisted evacuating. Sophomore Danielle
Phelps said the alarm interrupted her TV show.
"II thought] Dang man, my
show |T he Hills Season Finalel is
about to come on," Phelps said.
Freshman Paige Zellars said

the alarm went off while she was
trying to get school work done.
"I took like five minutes to
leave," ZeOars said. "I was studying for an exam."
According to Joe Gibson,
sophomore, the other resident
of room 102, Andy Neumann,
freshman was also gone at the
time of the fire.
"I le's sick so he never came
back from Gleveland," Gibson
said.
Students were not allowed
back in the building for over an
hour, until the halls had been
ventilated and the debris had
been removed
Editors Note: HG News reporters Olivia Day and FJIa Foii'ler
ttlsnmiiirihitletltolliisarticle.
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American held captive after
found fleeing Somalian combat
By Jonathan S. Landay
MCT

Vrt ENERGIES

TESTING: This cool-burning eteflnc power plant in Pleawra Prju.c .'.
njsc of global».

MCI PHOTO

.■. Itest a new technology for capturing carbon dioxide.

rying to slow global warming
By RoberlS. BoyrJ

WASHINGTON Sometimethis
summer, ;i huge coal-fired power
plant near the shore of Lake
Michigan will try a new process
lu capture carlxm dioxide (OQ2)f
a powerful greenhouse gas iliai
gushes from its smokestack.
Tin1 experiment ai the We
Energies plain in Pleasant
Prairie, Wis., is among a hatch
of technologies aimed at slowing the rising tide of 002 in the
atmosphere, which scientists
have concluded is a leading
cause of global warming.
Half the Hcctricily generated
in the United States conies from

burning coal, \mericas most
plentiful and cheapest energy
source. Unfortunately, bunting
coal is also a major producer of
carbon dioxide, releasing an esti
mated I. "i billion tons of the heat trapping gas even, year.
Experts think that much of the
buildup can Ix1 avoided if 002
is captured at power plants and
stored underground or under the
ocean for hundreds, even thousands, of years,
rhis process, know nas "Carbon
Capture and Sequestration,'' is
one of the hottest fronts in the
battle against global warming.
"Carbon capture and storage
is central to the future of coal
in the United States and our

future energy policy." Sen. Jeff
Bingaman, D-N.M.. the chair
man of the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee,
said at a hearing March 22.
"It won't be cheap or easy,"
cautioned Bryan i lannegan,
a vice president at the IJectric
Power Research Institute, a power
industry organization based in
Palo Alto, Calif. "It will require billions IIH! a potentially large hike
in consumers* electric Mis?
Many
technical
problems remain to be solved. The
Department of Energy estimates
that it may be at least 2020 before
carbon capture and sequestration will be economically competitive with existing plants

Quiet Living
STUOV

them by surprise and said they
filed a protest with the Kenyan
government.
But Kenyan and U.S. human
rights groups dismiss the claim,
pointing out that Kenya turned
over another American who fled
Somalia and admitted training
with al-Qaida to the FBI.
They charge that the secret
transfer of Amir Meshal and the
other detainees back to Somalia
— sometimes called a rendition
— violated international law.
lonathan Hafetz of the
Brennan Center for lustice at the
New York University School of
law, who's providing legal assistance to Meshal's family, said he
saw "no indication at all" that the
case "is a high priority with the
United States."
Meanwhile, pitched battles
raged for a second day around
the Somali capital Friday, pitting
Ethiopian and Somali transitional-government forces against
Islamic insurgents in what the
International Committee of die
Red Cross called die worst fighting in 15 years.
The insurgents downed an
Ethiopian helicopter near the
airport, dragged the bodies of
Ethiopian soldiers through the
streets and exchanged artillery,
rocket and small-arms fire with
Ethiopian and Somali government forces.
Scores of people have been
killed and hundreds wounded
— most of them civilians — and
thousands were trapped in their
homes, the ICRC said.

FRIENDLY

219CarrSt:
Three bedroom house Washer/Dryer hook
up S725.00 per month plus all utilities

809 North Grove St.
Three bedroom 2VS bath home
with garage. Washer/Dryer.
S875.00 per month plus all utilites.

1008 KlotzRd:
' Iroom townhouse.
Washer/Dryer hook up. Central air
S725 per month plus all utilities
142 Buttonwood Ave «A&C:
One bedroom apartments in house
in a quiet neighborhood. HA/S300.00.
KC/S360.00 plus all utilites..

WASHINGTON — Ethiopia's
intelligence service is holding
an American who fled Somalia's
fighting in a secret facility pending a hearing on his status next
month, U.S. officials said Friday.
Ethiopianauthoritieson Friday
allowed a U.S. diplomat to visit
Amir Mohaitted Meshal, 24, of
'linton Ealls, N.J., only the second
such visit since he was incarcerated In Addis Ababa. Ethiopia's
capital, about six weeks ago.
Meshal was among some 160
people who fled the fighting in
Somalia in January and were
detained in Kenya on immigration charges in a roundup
that was coordinated with the
United Stales.
In Kenya. Meshal told investigators that he'd stayed briefly
in an al-Qaida camp in Somalia,
but be denied undergoing training or being a fighter. FBI agents
interviewed hint twice and
decided not to press charges
against him. Kenyan authorities
sent hint and some 80 others
back to Somalia with no legal
proceedings, and from there
Meshal was sent to Ethiopia.
On Friday. Meshal told a State
Department official thai lie was
in good health and was being
well treated, and he was allowed
to pass messages to his family in
the United States, according to
two State Department officials,
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity because of the sensi-

tivity of the issue.
However, Ethiopian security
officials refused to allow Meshal
to use the diplomat's cell phone
to call his family in the United
States, according to his father,
Mohamed Meshal.
"The frustration continues,"
said the elder Meshal, who's
been emailing appeals for help
to the White House and State
Department since he learned
where his son is from a McClatchy
Newspapers report nearly two
weeks ago.
The State Department told
him that Ethiopian authorities
haven't charged his son and plan
to hold a status hearing April 14
to determine whether he should
be held as a prisoner of war.
Rep. Rush Holt, D-N.l., who
represents Tinton Falls and
has been working for Meshal's
release, learned from U.S. officials that die Ethiopia Intelligence
and Security Service is holding
him without charges at a secret
facility, an aide said, asking not
to be further identified because
he isn't authorized to discuss the
subject publicly.
The fighting in Somalia was
triggered by a U.S.-backed
Ethiopian offensive against the
Council of Islamic Courts, a
coalition of militias that briefly
controlled much of the country
and that the Bush administration has charged is a front for
al-Qaida.
U.S. officials asserted that
Kenya's decision to send
Meshal back to Somalia took

340 S. Main:
One bedroom in
courtyard setting.
S355.00 per month
plus utilites.
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MARKETPLACE: Vendors sell vegetables ii the DwaMartet in Baghdad. Iraq More than 150 stores lave newly opened xitbe market

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when yon sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates?
If" they do not pay you have to! If they canst; damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate does not pay their rent yon could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we lake the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matching program!
Call today to find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the r< ■ r.I
style price tag!
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THE ENCLAVE I &II
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

J
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706 Napoleon Rtl.
877-819-6802
www. col lecjejparkvveb.com

Baghdad sees significant
increase in street venders
By Lcil.i F.d.l
MCT
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Dora Market
in southeast Baghdad is a sign of
Ixith how well the Baghdad security plan has succeeded in calming some of the capital's violence
and how far it still has to go.
"lcamedownherethedayafter
I took command," Gen. David H.
Petraeus. the top American commander in Iraq, said Saturday as
he stood between a stand selling slippers and a street vendor
selling colorful women's gowns.
"This place was shut up, like a
war zone."
In December, only three vendors wereoperatinginthe market,
which had been repeatedly targeted by bombers. On Saturday,
141 vendors were selling goods,
and blast walls blocked the market's main street at either end,
walling it off from car bombs, and

giving the small crowd of shoppers some sense of security.
Still, it was hardly the way it
used to be when 650 merchants
operated in Dora. The shoppers were few. and despite the
blast walls, everyone remained
wary of bombers on foot whose
explosive vests can be every bit as
devastating as a car bomb. One
such bomber hit a protected marketplace in Shaab in northern
Baghdad on Thursday, killing at
least 60.
Sunni Muslim insurgents
and gunmen from al-Oaida in
Iraq, who've pushed much of
the Shiite population into small
pockets, are still operating from
abandoned houses in the neighborhood, said Lt. Col Stephen
Michael,
who
commands
2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry
Regiment, 4th Brigade, of the 1st
Infantry Division. last week, an
American soldier was killed.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

Summit Street

___ HOTEL ———

•■■APARTMENTS

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S400/mo + electric

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/ mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352 071 7
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Two dead after gunfire at the
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immigrants marry witun ethnic groups
By J«ff Gammige

University of Washington
By Curt Woodward

"No one wanted to
really think it was

The Associated Press

SEATTLE (AP) — A man and a
woman were shot to death in
real."
the University of Washington's
architecture building yesterday
Meghan Pinch | Student
in an apparent murder-suicide,
university police said.
floor, said he was a co-worker
Officers respondingto reports of the woman and that she had
of gunfire found the two and said she was worried about her
a handgun in an office on the former boyfriend. The woman,
fourth floor of Gould Hall, a research specialist, changed
Assistant University Police Chief her telephone number and emailed a photo of the man to
Ray Wittmier said.
The female victim, a 25-year- friends, asking them to watch
old university employee, had . out for him, Nguyen said.
"She said it's a psycho from
a restraining order against the
man, who "almost certainly" her past," Nguyen said.
King County Superior Court
shot her and took his own life,
records show the woman was
Wittmier said.
About six shots were fired, granted a temporary restrainand the only people involved ing order on March 6, after saywere the woman and the man, ing the man had threatened her,
who was in his 40s, Wittmier her sister and their dogs.
In applying for the order, she
said. There were no eyewitnesswrote that on Ian. 5, the man
es, he said.
Lance Nguyen, a researcher threw glass candlestick holders
at the Runstad Center for Real at her in a drunken rage, then
Estate Research, which has tackled and punched her. The
offices on the building's fourth two were living together at the

time.
"I forgave him because he was
drunk but now I see that was
wrong and he has threatened to
hurt me again," she wrote, adding, "1 cannot find him but he
can find me."
She wrote that he called her
in February and threatened suicide "because he couldn't see
me. 1 never called him back."
Wittmier said campus police
were not aware of the restraining order against the man. He
also said he did not think the
man had permission to carry
a handgun on campus, where
firearms are banned.
Student Meghan Pinch, 27,
was in a first-floor classroom
when she heard several loud
bangs. She said she did not
think they were gunshots at
first but then police told everyone to evacuate.
"No one wanted to really
think it was real," Pinch said as
she waited outside to learn if the
victims were people she knew.
"We all arc pretty close in this
building," she said.

New school opens after shooting
By Mark Scolforo
The Associated Press

NICKEL MINES, Pa. — A bell
summoned Amish students to
a new. more cheerful and more
secure one-room schoolhouse
yesteihay, six months to the day
after a gunman shot 10 of their
classmates, killing five.
The building replaces the
West Nickel Mines Amish
School, which was torn down 10
days after the Oct. 2 attack by a
neighborhood milk-tanker driver who killed himself as police
closed in. Blacktop was installed
on the driveway instead of gravel, Bart Township zoning officer John Coldiron said, because
the children remembered the
sound of the gunman's tires
spitting rocks.
They're elated that they have
a new school, but nevertheless it's
going to bring back forcefully that

day six months ago," said retired
teacher Dan Baughman, 81, a
longtime neighborhood resident.
Yesterday morning, children
carried multicolored lunch coolers as they walked past state
troopers guarding the school's
private lane for the start of classes. A few were accompanied by
adults.
"This is going to be a red-letter
day in their life, because it is a
school of their own," Baughman
said.
The New Hope Amish School
has a steel door that locks from
the inside. It has no phone, but
its location behind a row of nonAinish homes provides a way to
quickly summon help inan emergency. Coldiron said. During the
rampage, a teacher had to run to
a neighboring farm to call 911.
"For an Amish one-room
schoolhouse, this one is spectacular," said Coldiron, who inspect-

Gonzales preps for dispute
with agitated senators
By Lara Jaku Jordan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — His job on
the line, Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales shelved
plans for a family vacation
and began prepping yesterday for a showdown with
senators over the firings of
federal prosecutors.
An
appearance
next
week in front of a Senate
panel that oversees lustice
Department spending is
shaping up as a trial run for
Gonzales' scheduled April
17 testimony to a separate
Senate committee investigating the eight dismissals.
The White House said
yesterday that Gonzales'
testimony cannot come too
fast for the besieged attorney general to explain his
explanations about the firings that Democrats contend were politically motivated.
"Look, the attorney general thinks it's in everyone's best interest — and
we agree with him — that
he be able to gel up and talk
to Congress sooner than
later," White House spokeswoman Dana Perino said.
"I think the American

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms
Private Shuttle
' (Coming Aug W!)
Clubhouse

ed it last week.
The building, within sight of
the old school's location, lacks
electricity, per Amish custom,
but skylights and windows make
it bright inside, Coldiron said It
is propane-heated, with bathrooms in an outbuilding. Sod
was purchased, so the students
don't have to wall for grass to
grow before they can play in the
schoolyard.
In a touch of modernity, the
traditional blackboard was
replaced by a whiteboard that
Coldiron said adds to the cheery
atmosphere. A religious message
hangs near the front door.
"1 guarantee you. it |cost| a
good deal more than they normally spend." Coldiron said.
The school's construction
was paid for in part with a portion of more than S4 million in
donations to the Nickel Mines
Accountability Committee.

. MCT

PHILADELPHIA— Zaineb and
Faizal Zekeria don't look like
the living evidence of a potentially nation-altering trend.
They look like two newlyweds
in love.
But, their year-old union is
hand-holding proof of how a
massive influx of immigrants is
changing who marries whom,
and why, and challenging the
idealized notion of America as
a multicultural melting pot.
Increasingly, a new study
shows, U.S.-born Asians and
llispanics are choosing to
wed foreign-born members
of their own ethnicity. At the
same time, greater numbers of
new immigrants are marrying
among themselves.
Some sociologists believe
the shift could have significant
implications: It could signal
a widening gap between the
races. Or, in another view, it
could reflect growing pritle
among minority peoples.
There's no question what has
fueled the trend. The II million
immigrants who arrived in the
1990s dramatically increased
the same-ethnicity pool of
potential mates, llispanics are
the country's fastest-growing
minority group. Asians the second-fastest.
The rationales for choosing
a husband or wife of the same
background, say couples interviewed for this story, are practical and emotional. Having
a foreign-born mate offers an
American a deeper connec-

ERICMENCHEB

LAWS OF ATTRACTION: Zaineb (standing) and Faisal Zekeria in their Society Hill
Towets home in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania The increasing pate of immigration to this
country is changing the nature of who mantes who • and why

tion to his or her ancestry. The
opposite also occurs, with
American partners helping to
ease their spouses' transition to
B new world.
The former Zaineb Ainuddin,

29, and Baizal Zekeria, 30, found
both to be true. She was bom in
Chicago, he In Bombay, India.
The Philadelphia couple met
in 1997 as undergraduates at
Icmplc University.
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OUR NURSES DON'T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS.
THEY RUN THEM.

people would like to see us
resolve this, so that we can
move on and work on other
things. So we'd like to see
the hearing moved up to
next week," Perino said.
Gonzales initially said
he was never involved in
discussions about the firings — a position he later
changed to say he was only
minimally aware of plans
to remove the prosecutors.
Last week, however, his
former chief of staff said
Gonzales was regularly
briefed and participated in
talks about "this process of
asking certain U.S. attorneys to resign."
Growing numbers of
Democrats and Republicans
have
demanded
for
Gonzales to step down, saying he is no longer a credible attorney general.
Democrats
leading the Senate Judiciary
Committee's inquiry of the
firings maintain it is too
late to move up the April
' 17 date — a day Gonzales
initially requested. But the
attorney general will get a
pre-emptive shot to tell his
side of the story at an April
12 hearing on his department's 2008 budget.

Now
Offering

3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

Army ROTC Nursing - Find Out How It Can Change Your Life Today!
Contact LTC Marilyn DeWalt, BGSU Army ROTC, 419-372-2476, mdewalt@bgsu.edu or visit www.bgsu.edu/departments/mils
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U.S. and South
Korea seal the dea

Quake kills at least 13
HONIARA Won™ islands (AP)
. an undersea
earthquake crashed ashore in the
Solomon Islands yesterday, wiping
|fs and selling
■ " dn Australia to Hawaii,
■aid At least 15 people were
ind the prime minister warned
that the toll would likely grow In the
South Pacific nation's west, where the
• ition appeared the most dense,
there were reports of people being
. ' waves plowed up to
• 'title inland Themagnitude-8
the strongest to hit the archin more than three decades
wed by more than two
iftershocks. including at least
' ijnitude 6or stronger

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

on automobiles, with South
Korea also agreeing to change
its auto tax structure for larger
vehii les, which the Washington
claimed was discriminatory.
South Korean automakers sold 730,863 vehicles in
the United States in 2005,
while American auto companies sold only 5,795 in South
Korea, according to Commerce
I )epartment figures.
The issue of American heel
imports, absent from South
Korean markets for more
than three years after mad
cow disease was discovered
in the U.S. in 2003. was not an
issue in the free trade talks.
Still, Washington apparently
came away with expectations
it may be on the way toward
resolution.
Assistant
U.S.
Trade
Representative Wendy duller.
the chief U.S. negotiator for the
talks, said an expected certification of U.S. beef next month
as safe to eat by the World
Organization for Animal Health
will pave the way.
"When this classification
comes out we look to Korea
(South) Korea to promptly
reopen its market to American
beef," Cutler said
In the final round of talks
in Seoul, South Korean Trade
Minister Kim llyun-chong,
lihatia and their subordinates
held eight days of marathon
talks, sometimes going all night,
to clinch the deal.
The negotiators were under
pressure because U.S. I'resideni
George W. Bush must notify
Congress thai he plans to sign a
Irade agreement 90 days before
his special Trade Promotion
Authority expires luly 1, meaning the agreement had to be
concluded by April I.
That so-called "fast track"
authority allows Congress to
ratify or reject but not modify,
trade deals negotiated by the
While I louse.

By K.lly Olon
Thp Associated Press
t

Britain invades space
t AP
iman state
reported that all IS British sailws
ernes held captive by Iran have
• I to illegally enterIIKJ Iranian
■vaters but said their statements
.v'MjId not an because of 'positive
- hanges from Britain In London, an
" r aid Britain has agreed to conkcussmg with Iran how to avoid
future disputes over contested waters
in the Persian Gulf

Iraqi police attacked
KIRKUK. Iraq (APj-A suicide
truck bomber targeted a police station
m the oil-rich nortl>ern city of Kirkuk
yesterday, killing at least 15 people
inding dozens, including many
!r\.in a nearby school, poke
said Video by an Associated Press
m slwwed at least four
wounded US soldiers and one badly
damaged American Humvee. The
.vere being treated by Army
medics, with one seated while having
gauze bandages wound around his
bloodied head

RANDOM
"-'TRUE
The original name for the
butterfly wa> flutterby

SEOUL, South Korea — The
United Slates anil South Korea
concluded a land mark free t rade
agreement yesterday, officials
said, culminating Hi months of
negotiations In a final week of
intense haggling that just beat a
kej U.S. legislative deadline.
The deal, which requires
approval by lawmakers in
both countries, is the biggest
for the United Stales since the
North American Free Trade
Agreement, which took effect
in 1994. Il is the largest ever for
South Korea.
South Korea and the U.S.
agreed to eliminate and lower
tariffs and oilier trade harriers
in a wide range of industrial
goods and services, including
financial services. The agreement also covered sectors such
as e-com metre.
"The free trade agreement we
are announcing today is a historic accomplishment," Deputy
U.S.Trade Representative Karan
Ithatia told reporters. "It is an
agreement for the 21st century."
Negotiations began last lune
in Washington amid much fanfare, liolh sides strongly advocated a deal, saying it would
boost economic growth in two
countries, which already do
more than S7,ri billion Ifitt billion
euros) in trade a year.
Disputes in areas such as
automobiles and agriculture
slowed progress, forcing a final
round of intense talks in Seoul
since lasl Monday.
South Korea, under pressure
from farmers who were worried
ihat eliminating protections for
rice would destroy the domestic
industry, succeeded in keeping
the staple food out of the deal
Seoul agreed to lower tariffs
on other agricultural goods,
including American oranges.
The two sides also agreed to
eliminate and phase mil lariffs
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Coffee makes the world go round
By Colleen Mastony

IIMM v Ethiopia — Inside the
coffee plant's corrugated metal
fence, men look mote like mules
;is they Inn IIKl-|«unul sacks of
coffee on their backs.
liui ,is midda) nears, a heavenly sceni wafts from the corner, where Ahmed Achoumeto,
25. pounds a pile of black coffee beans in preparation lor the
noontime break.
"I nni terriblj addicted. If I
don't gel coffee, I canl see prop
eriy" he said, standing barefoot in
the dirt, grinding the beans u illi
a primitive 3-foot-long wooden
pestle and a mortal made of a
hollowed nee stump, "Almost
everyone lure is addicted."
Ethiopia is the birthplace
of coffee. \nd in ibis caffeine
addled comei oi the world, coffee
is a blessing and a curse swirled
together in a cup
Amid the lush hills and misty
valleys, peasants endure bleak
conditions and back-breaking
labor to bring the beans to the
world market. While nearly
ever) workei deteststheprocess
— the picking, sorting, wash
ing, shelling and drying they
are also hopeless!) hooked on
the sweet and delicate flavor of
the black elixir.
Here, comfort comes from the
very thing that causes so much

"I am terribly
addicted. If I don't
get coffee, I can't see
properly."
pain: the little brown bean,
People sip the brew morning,
noon and night, calling together
large groups of friends and neighbors, Burning incense while they
roast the raw beans, brewing the
drink In a black pot with a narrow spoul and serving il in small
handle-less cups. Ibis is not a
quick cup of Joe, but a coffee ceremony a slow, sensual process
dial soothes aching bodies and
revives minds,
"Coffee is the backbone of out
country," said Frew Demeke, 40,
a tbnner official at the Coffee and
Tea Development Authority, as he
sipped a steaming cup in a local
restaurant Ethiopia is among the
poorest countries in the world.
Hm as another patron, noted,
"even the smallest coffee shop
lias an espresso machine and
milktrother."
I he coffee plain
a woodv
perennial evergreen shrub dial
can grow to 12 fret — was first
cultivated in this region of southem Ethiopia.
[lie Arabica strain, which today

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com
w w v. .nieecahg.com
*CFRTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007
722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom

723 SIXTH STREET - Three bedrooms.

A-frame houses. $560,00 per month plus

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Utilities. Deposit S560.00. Limit 3 people.

$560.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 yo 5/3/08.

5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

629 ELM STREET - Three bedrooms. $885.00

830 - 830112 SCOTT

per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.

HAMILTON - Three bedrooms, 2 baths.

Tenants have use of garage. House has

$925.00 per month. Air conditioned.

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limits

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

5/3/08.
146 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms. S700.00

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT »A - Two

per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

to 5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.LeaseS/12/07 to 5/3/08.

136 PALMER - Three bedrooms. $725.0

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16,2007

per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.
Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage
only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

712 SECOND STREET, UN IT » B Two

$70.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

bedrooms. $690 per month. Deposit

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

S690.00. Has dishwasher and air

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

-
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SIP IT DOWN: Mekonnen Leka. 78. takes a sip of his evening cup of coffee with nearly 50 friends and neighbors who have gathered at his
home m Afeta. Ethiopia, As the elder, he gets the first cup and the first taste of coffee.

7 \ v,. .

K

accounts for at least 75 percent of
the world's production, originated in these green, rolling hills.
A popular legend dating lo as
early as (he Kill Century claims
that a shepherd discovered the
coffee buzz wben he noticed his
goals rearing and bleating. The
goals had jusl eaten the leaves
and berries of a nearby bush, and
so the shepherd tried some berries too. leeling a strange euphoria, die shepherd ran to a nearby
monastery to share his great find.
Thus, a global obsession was
born. The monks began chew
ing coffee beans before lengthy
prayer sessions, and the custom
spread throughout Christian
Kthiopia. Coffee traveled along
spice routes to Yemen, Turkey
and Europe. Along the way,
someone began brewing the
beans to make a hot drink.
Today, the French call ii pafe
and the Italians calls it caffe.
Whatever the language, the word
for coffee points to iis birthplace:
the ancienl region of I ilnopia
called kaffa.a highland area H illi
rich soil and cool temperatures
that make for the perfect conditions R>grow (loffea arabica.
In the central square in limma,
one of the largest cities in the
Kaffa region, a 6-f00l decoralive
coffee cistern dominates the central square, A huge panoramic
mural shows a woman picking
coffee among the hillsides.
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FLORIDA 841 OHIO STATE 75

Its great to be a Gator
BASKETBALL
Banquet is set for
record-setting
women's team
The Bowling Green State
University women's basketball team will hold its annual
banquet on Sunday, April
22, in the ballroom of the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union. The evening's events
will begin with a social at

SETHPERLMAN

■■•

6:00 p.m.. followed by dinner
at 6:30 p.m. and the program

Florida wins second straight
championship vs. Buckeyes

to follow.
The cost to attend the banquet is $30 per person or
$50 per couple. Additional
options include being a
player sponsor ($30) or a

By Eddie Prills

REPEAT AFFAIR

table sponsor ($270 for a

The Associated Press

B Florida had four players wiih three or
more fouls in the second half including Joakim Noah. Al Horford. Chris
Richard and Marresse Speights

table of 10).

SCHEDULE

■ Florida had four players in double figures: Al Horford (18). Taurean Green
(16). Lee Humphrey (14) and Corey
Brewer (15)

TODAY
Baseball:
vs.lPFW:3p.m.

■ The Gators are the first team to repeat
as national champions since the Duke
Blue Devils in 1991-92

OUR CALL

■ Greg Oden led the Buckeyes with 25
points and 12 rebounds

On the way up
Scoring in the MLB: We

■ The Buckeyes shot just 4-of-25 from
3-point range

realize it was the first day.
but 12 teams

■ Florida made 22-of-25 free throws

scored five or

■ The Gators won the rebounding battle
58 to 27

more runs and
seven scored six
or more. As of 9:15 last night
there were already 25 home
runs.

On the way down
Boring Nights: How can
you go wrong with Major
League Baseball,
crunch time in the
GERP.YBROOME

NBA and NHL and

■:■ f« '

CUTTIN' EM DOWN (TOP LEFT):
Joakim Noah cuts off a piece of the net
after the Gators win Noah had eight
points
CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES (TOP
RIGHT): The Gators embrace one
another after the game.
GROUP HUG (LEFT): Al Horford s
surrounded by his teammates Horford
had 18 points and 12 rebounds for

ATI.ANTA — A long, lough season ended with a Gator chomp
again.
Mission accomplished for

Florida.
The Gators were too much lo
handle once again last night,
keeping their stranglehold on
the college basketball world
with an 84-75 victory over Ohio
State for their second straight
national championship.
Al Horford had 18 points and
12 rebounds, Taurean Green had
16 and Cireg Oden's 25 points
and 12 rebounds weren't enough
for Ohio State (35-41 to stop the
Gators (35-5) from completing
the quest they set upon when all
the starters delayed their NBA
plans for a try at another title.
"It feels great. This is what we
came back to school for," Florida
guard Corey Brewer said. "This
is what we're all about at the
University of Florida, winning
championships. We're No. 1
again, two in a row, back-toback. That's what we do."
They celebrated with the
usual Gator chomps and took
a chomp out of NCAA history,
too — becoming the first team

to repeat since Duke in 1991-92,
the first ever to go back-to-back
with the same starting five and
adding their name to the debate
about the best teams ol all time.
Best athletic programs of all
time, too.
This win completes a 2007
championship-game sweep of
the Buckeyes in the two biggest college sports — men's
hoops and football. Florida,
a 41-14 winner in the football
title game in lanuary, remains
the only program in history to
hold both championships at the
same time.
The celebration looked much
the same as last year. Lots of jersey tugging, jumping onto press
row and loakim Noah running
into the stands to hug it out with
loved ones.
Billy Donovan added another
gold star to his resume, which
figures to command more than
his current SI.7 million next
season, whether he returns to
Florida or bolts for a possible job
offer at Kentucky.
"I'm so proud of these guys,"
Donovan said. "We've had to
win different ways and with the
expectations, and I think you
See GATORS | Page 13

the NFL Draft approaching.
Sports talk will be fun for the
next few weeks.

The List
The BG News presents our

Falcons split

first edition of fantasy baseball pitching studs after one
day. Expect to see this on
Monday's from now on.

1. Felix Hernandez:
He went eight full innings
and gave up just three hits
and struck out 12.

2. Ben Sheets: A complete game with just two hits
and one run surrendered. No
complaints here.

5. Gil Meche: Dice
who? With all eyes on the
Japanese prodigy, Meche
struck out six and went 71
innings and gave up just one
run against the Red Sox.

4. Aaron Harang:
He managed to go seven

weekend games
By Andrew H.rrncr
Reporter

The BG women's softball (17-6,
2-2) finished the first weekend
of conference play at 2-2 after
dropping two games to Kent
State (17-11, 4-0) and defeating
Buffalo (2-29,0-4) twice.
"We played hard," said coach
Shannon Salsburg, "Kent State
is one of the better teams in
the league, but we rebounded
extremely well against Buffalo."
BG had hit 22 home runs coming into the weekend, but found
themselves allowing home runs
rather than hitting them against
KSU.
Hayley Wiemer and KSU's
Kylie Reynolds each held their
opponents scoreless through
the first three innings of the

first game.
BG tied the game when they
scored their only run ofthegame
on a Jeanine Baca double in the
fifth. KSU then took the lead for
good after a home run.
In game two of Friday's doubleheader, home runs provided
all the offense. KSU came out
strong with solo shots in the first
and third innings. The Falcons'
Wiemer answered the call with
her own solo shot in the fifth.
KSU hit two more in the fifth to
take a 4-1 lead. Wiemer added
her second long ball of the game
to make the final score 4-2.
"Wehittheballhard,'Salsburg
said, "we had a coupleof balls hit
off the wall, but theirs seemed to
carry out."
See SOFTBALL | Page 15

innings without giving up an
earned run to the revamped
Cubs lineup.

5. C.C. Sabathia: Six
strong innings by the Indians'

Ruggers continue stellar play
By Chris Voloschuk
Reporter

needed. That and 12 runs of

When the University of
Kentucky's men's rugby team
visited BG on Saturday, they
were undefeated on the spring
season and fresh off a tour of
Argentina. By the end of their
game against the Falcons, they
were a little shell-shocked.
By Ilalltinir of the A game, BG
led Kentucky 43-0. According to
BG coach Roger Mazzarella, in the

bad pitches all day, and those
are souvenirs now.

By Andrew Scligman
The Associated Press

M SPENCER GREEN

AP PHOTO

IT'S GONE: Gtady Sizemore watches his
home run ball sail over the fence yesterday.
The Indians won 12-5.

i

second half his players were looking for the score that would break
UK's back.
The Falcons would find tliat
score, and several others, en route
to a resounding 84-0 win over the
Wildcats that left Mazzarella very
pleased and a touch surprised.
"I never would've thought we
could put up that many points
on those guys," Mazzarella said.
"IKentuckyl had a lot of good athSee RUGBY | Page 15

CHICAGO — Grady Sizemore
set the tone for the Cleveland
Indians with his first swing.
Sizemore homered off lose
Contreras on the game's second pitch, and the Indians
added four more runs in the
first inning on their way lo a
12-5 victory over the Chicago
White Sox in the season opener yesterday.
"You're definitely excited,"
Sizemore said. "I was a little
jacked up up there. The crowd
was getting into it."
Then, he unloaded. And his

teammates followed his lead.
The 12 runs were the most
for the Indians on opening day
since 1925, when they scored 21
against St. l-ouis.
After winning just 78 games
last season, Cleveland knocked
out Contreras in the second
inning and pounded out 13
hits overall.
Sizemore's homer was the
Indians' first leading off an
opener in 19 years. He went
2-for-4 with an RBI and three
runs scored.
"That gave everybody else
confidence," said Travis I lafner,
See TRIBE | Page 12

Dunn powers Reds to
victory in opener
By Jo. Kay

ace were just what the Tribe
support. He only made three

Sizemore leads off with homer,
Indians don't look back

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Adam Dunn
still looks more like the
Bambino than Ichiro.
Trying to merely put the
ball in play, Dunn homered in
his first two at-bats yesterday,
leading the Cincinnati Reds to
a 5-1, opening-day victory over
the Chicago Cubs.
While Dunn quickly got
away from trying to make contact like Seattle's slap-hitting

Ichiro Suzuki, right-hander
Aaron Harang had his way
with a Cubs lineup that got an
offseason infusion of cash and
power in the offseason, allowing only one unearned run in
seven innings.
It was a glum day all around
for the Cubs, who spent more
than $300 million on players
in the offseason and brought
in Lou Piniella to manage a
retooled team that had finSee REDS | Page 12

AlBEMRMAN
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CURTAIN CALL: Adam Dunn gives the
crowd a wave after one of his two home
runs yesterday The Reds won 5-1.

<
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ing on him to perform like the
pitcher who started last season 9-0 — not the one who
went 4-9 the rest of the way.
But Contreras said through a
translator there's no reason lo
panic.
"I feel like we have a. great
learn, great staff," he said. "This
is just the first game, and there
is a lot more to come. You've
got to get used to it because it's
going lo IK- a tough race."
Guillen said, T know he will
lie better he can't be worse
than that."

REDS
From Page 11
Ished last In (he NL Central,
Alfonso Soriano, who not an
eight year, SiM< million deal,
had an infield single in four
at-bats. Chicago's only run was
unearned, courtesy of Ryan
Freel's throwing error in center field.
A few hours Ill-lore the game,
the Cubs were surprised by
neus thai tribune Co. plans
to sell the team al the end ol
the season. I'iniella lield a team
meeting and told Ins players noi

to lei it distract them.
Instead the) were staggered liy
a power hitter determined lo cut
down on his strikeouts andastartiiin pitcher determined to make
Hood on his second chance.
Dunn's stunning strikeout
totals
he has led the M. each
of the last three seasons, fanning
nearly L'(H> times a year — have
become a local point, lie joked
during spring training that he
Was going to remind even one ol
Su/uki this year.
N'oresemhlance whatsoever.
Dunn hit a two-nin homer in
the first inning off loser Carlos
Zambrano, a line drive into the
seats in right field. The next lime
up. Dunn hit the first pitch deep

into the seats in right-center.
It was his second two-homer
game on opening day - he also
did it against the Mets in L'(K>:>
- and gave him a cluh-record live
homers in openinggamss.

AlMWtMAN

APPMiTC

ONCE YOU POP YOU JUST CAN'T STOPtNe* Cmora* Reds mascot Mr Redlcqs
sits in the stands during a baseball game against the Chicago Cubs.
the longest any Reds starter has
gone on opening day since Jose
Itijo pitched eight in 1993.
By contrasl, Zambrano had
another first-game meltdown.
Zambrano started those last two
16-rtin openers, but failed lo go
five innings in either one. He
gave up five runs in five innings
on yesterday.
Zambrano is eligible to become
a free agent after the World Series
and had said he wouldn't negotiate
beyond opening day. On Sunday,
his agent extended the deadline
indefinitely, a sign the sides annealing agreement on a five-year
deal that would lx- worth about
SIM) million.
Notes: Pete Rose, who is honored by a s|xtial exhibit al the
Reds' Hall ofVame. watched from
a seal behind home plate. Rose
has attended several games in
Cincinnati since his lifetime banishment lot gambling in 1989.

Al thai point, it was up to
i tarang, who wasn't about to let
tin- Cubs put up another sweet
Hi. In each ol their last two season

openers, the Cubs had piled up l(>
runs. Las) year, 1 luning had a big
hand in it.
His preganie warmup was
interrupted by President Hush's
visit lo [he clubhouse a year
ago, and he didn't feel right
Irom the outset. Ilarang gave
up five runs in the first inning
ol Chicago's iti-7 win, the most
runs a Cincinnati team gave up
on opening day since 1877.
Eager to show thai last year's
opener was a historic fluke,
I tarang took control from the first
pitch — a lasihall to Soriano for a
called strike I le pitched out of the
(lulls' higgesi threat, retiring I iesar
l/iuris on a popup with the bases
loaded in the fourth.
Ilarang gave up six hits and
struck out five in seven innings,

g*l»**

Sizemore

immediately

served notice that Contreras
was in for a rough outing, when
DEALIH': Indians pitcher CC Sabathia smiles with catcher Victor Martinez during the sixth
he drove a 1-0 pitch to the
inning o( a baseball game against the Chicago White So» yesterday in Chicago The Indians
bullpen in right for the eighth
defeated the While Sox 12-5.
leadoff homer of his career.
Nixon and I lafner singled lo
good news is it was only one loss.
right before Martinez drove in
the second run with a single to
Il fell like it should have counted
shallow left. I lafner scored with
for more."
From I
A year ago, the White Sox
two outs when Peralta singled
r
raised the 200. > championwho had two hits and scored
on an 0-2 pitch.
ship banner before beatthree limes.
Josh Barfield, the next batter,
"Huge," starter CC Sabathia ing Cleveland in the opener made it 5-0 when he knocked a
two-run triple to right-center.
ill a game that was delayed
said. "Second pitch of the year
nearly three hours by rain and
and he goes deep. Hopefully,
The five runs were an Indians
stretched into the next day.
record for the first inning on
that'll lx- a tone-setter for our
This time, they fell flat.
season."
opening day.
Things were so bad thai manTrot Nixon had three hits and
"It's definitely a good way to
ager Ozzie Guillen started expescored three runs in his Indians
get going," said Sabathia, who's
riencing flashbacks of April 18,
debut, while Victor Marline/, and
13-3 against the White Sox and
1991, when he was a shortstop
7-0 at U.S. Cellular field. "I
Ihonny Iteralla each had two hits
on the team that lost 16-0 to
and three RBIs.
think it's going to make everyDetroit in the firsl game at the
That was plenty for Sabathia
body relax, to come out and
(1-0), who pitched well enough
new Comiskey Park.
have a good game like that,
"Thank God this only counts
after taking a line drive lo the left
put up runs offensively, do the
as one game." he said. "I was
forearm in his final spring start.
little things right. Hopefully,
we can keep rolling."
sitting on the bench, and I was
1 le allowed three runs and eight
telling a couple of coaches it
hits, struck out two and walked
Notes: This was the third
reminds me of when we opened
one in six innings.
straight season opener and
this ballpark."
Newcomer Darin T.rstad hit a
fourth in seven years between
two-run homer in the first inning
Conoeras (0-1) simply looked the White Sox and Indians. It
more like an old pitcher than his
for the white Sox. huil Konerko
was also the 2(ith time they
old self. I le left with no outs in the
added a solo shot in the third,
opened against each other. ...
bill the game was out of reach
The Indians were ll-H against
second and the White Sox trailing 7-2 alter allowing seven hits,
by then.
the White Sox last season. ...
"Tliey'reagreal offensive ehlb,"
walking one and striking out one.
The 12 runs are tied for the
After missing the playoffs a year
Konerko said. "They've been like
second-most allowed by the
ago, the While Sox are countthai for the last few years. The
While Sox on opening day.
NAM V HUH

AP PHOTO
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GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
S750 for the summer, deposit S225. One person only
ONE BEDROOMS- Several locations. S785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only
TWO BEDROOMS-Several locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.
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'We've got a place for everyone!"

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor

McDougle may not be the only
one charged in scandal
By John Seowtr

never changed the way he played
to affect the outcome of games,

trated by a Michigan man identified only as "Gary," according to
a criminal complaint filed in U.S.
District ( ourt.
Athletic director Mike O'Brien
said he has no plans to interview
any other athletes and that federal
aulhoriiics are taking the lead on
Ihe investigation.
"We just found Out about this

The Associated Press
TOLEDO, Ohio — Athletic officials at the University of Toledo
said yesterday they don't know if
any more players will be charged
in what the l-'HI says was a pointshaving scheme.
federal authorities arrested
running hack Harvey "Scooter"
McDougle |r. on friday. charging
him with participating in a bribery scheme to influence sporting
contests.
McDougle, 22 and a senior from
East Cleveland, recniited Toledo
football and basketball players to
participate in the scheme orches-

according to the complaint
"Gary" allegedly invited the
athletes to gamble and dine at

Greektown Casino in Detroit
One player was offered $10,000
to sit out a football game, while
others received cash, groceries,
merchandise and other gills, the
complaint said.
Authorities listened to phone
calls between McDougle and the
man.
During one call in December
'2005, McDougle said he would
talk lo other players and sir if they

Friday," O'Brien said
The criminal complaint does
not say whether any players
changed the outcome of games.
O'Brien said he did not know if

thai happened
McDougle told I-'HI investigators
he received a car. telephone and
other items of value, but insisted he

m,

See TOLEDO I Page 13

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc.

www.meccabg.com

How

APARTM£MTS/HOUSi$/STORAG£ C/A//7S
COG OA/ TODAY TO:

View our 2007/2008 Listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

Summer 2007

BG News Editor
2007-2008 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2007-2008 Academic Year

The Key Yearbook Editor

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

2007-2008 Academic Year
2 bedroom, I"2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

The Obsidian
2007-2008 Academic Year
Applications can be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5PM on Wednesday, April 11 in 204 West Hal

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$50.00 PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER
[offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/07]

BGSU

r

W

JKS-^.

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

SPORTS
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Cubs to be on open market at year's end
By D.wr Carpenter
The Assioated Press

CHICAGO — Tribune Co. made
a stunning pilch lo investors
on baseball's opening day: The
Chicago Cubs will be sold at season's end.
The announcement yesterday
came as the ailing media conglomerate announced its acquisition by billionaire investor Sam
Zell. It puts one of sports' most
storied and star-crossed franchises on the block, a year shy of the
100th anniversary of its last World
Series title.
Zell, a real estate magnate who
already owns part of his hometown Bulls and White Sox, issued
no comment about why he's not
interested in keeping the Cubs in
connection with the $8.2 billion
deal. The team is one of Tribune's
richest assets.
Bidding for the ballclub and
historic Vvhgley field, however, is
certain to be fiercely competitive.
Analysts have estimated the Cubs
could fetch $600 million or more,
a far cry from the $20.!> million
Tribune paid in 1981.
While, the total may not exceed
the record $660 million paid for
the Boston Red Sox in 2002 by
a group headed by John Henry,
analysts and baseball insiders
all agreed the price should top
those paid since then for the
Washington Nationals ($450 million), Los Angeles Dodgers ($430
million) and Milwaukee Brewers
(S22:s million), and agreed to for
the Atlanta Braves ($461 million).
"The Cubs are a great franchise.

SOFTBALL
From Page 11

On Saturday, BG had planned
to play only one game against
Buffalo, but the unpromising forecast for Sunday turned
Saturday into an 18 run, one day
affair for the Falcons.
Baca led off the first game with
a single and was later driven In
by Wiemer to tie the game at one
apiece. Dawnjene Del ong made
it 3-1 with a two run home run
in the second and Ashley Zirkle
had a two run base hit in the
third to make it 5-2.
Baca's fourth inning home
run was the 24th long ball of the
year — the team's total for all of
last season. The Falcons added
three more runs in the sixth to
seal the 9-3 victory.
In game two, Emily Gouge

RUGBY
From Page 11

letes, a lot of people that could
play individually. But they didn't
play so well as a team."
BG (13-1) went 2-1 over the
weekend, with the A and B teams
both beating Kentucky 84-0 and
59-5, and the C teem losing to
Ohio Northern's A team, 10-5.
Mazzarella stud that there were a
number of reasons for the lopsided score. First, BG gave Kentucky
so many different looks that they
could never senlc in on defense.
Next, U K couldn't handle anything
the Falcons threw at them that
involved sweeping their ends.
Also, the team played close to mistake-free rugby.
The victory over Kentucky
marks yet another time during
the spring season that the Falcons
have routed an undefeated team.
The big win on Saturday was great
for the players.
"It felt excellent," lock Mike
Travis said. "We've done really
good so far. We want lo keep it

going."
According to hooker Eric Nutter,
things are going pretty well for the
team, with everybody getting in
shape and really starting to gel as a
team on the field.
With so many one-sided wins
on the season, the question could
come up of whether it ever gets
old. For Travis and Nutter, the
team's high scores can represent
positive things.
"(The scores] take some fun out
of it, but we're always striving to get
to that next level," IVavis said. "The
more points we score, it shows
that we're progressing as a team."
"IWhen we're up by so much],
we can take a lot more chances,''
Nutter said. "We have an offensive
and defensive system, and when
we're up by so many points, the
players can play outside of the system and maybe do things that are
a little riskier."
BG will look to add on to their
win total this Saturday as the A and
B teams will play Cleveland State
at 1 p.m., and the C team will face
Toledo at 330 p.m.

1

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

Great history, great tradition,"
baseball commissioner Bud
Selig told reporters in Chicago,
where he was attending the
White Sox opener against
Cleveland. "I'm not going to
speculate on price."
The Cubs' popularity as a
sports franchise — and the lure
of potentially steering them to
their first championship since
1908 — has attracted the interest of many potential buyers
since a sale became a strong
possibility last year. Billionaire
entrepreneur Mark Cuban,
Phoenix sports executive lerry
Colangelo and actor Bill Murray
are among those reported or
rumored to have interest, along
with numerous Chicago business figures.
Cuban, the most prominent
and wealthiest of the bunch,
did not immediately respond
to a request for comment, nor
JEFF ROKRSON «PPH0IO
did Colangelo, a Chicago-area A GOOD BUY: The newly renovated entrance lo the bleacher section at Wtigley Field in
native who said in a November
Chicago is shown in this April 6.2006 photo. Tribune Co has accepted a buyout offer from real
Interview that he would have estate investor Sam Zell m a deal valued at about $82 billion, the owner o( the Chicago Tribune.
"great interest" in the Cubs.
Tribune hopes first to erase or
at least lessen the Cubs' stigma of sale underpressure from disgnin- sale was announced yesterday
losing following 99 years without a tletl shareholders. It intensified morning when it said it had agreed
championship, more than a quar- with the club's offseason spending to a complex deal in which the
spree, including signing outfielder company will go private and Zell
ter of them under its watch.
"In our last season of ownership Alfonso Soriano to an eight-year will invest $315 million.
While the Cubs are renowned
the team has one mission, and contract for $136 million — the
that is to win for our great fans," fifth-richest contract in major for their losing ways, they also
have become more of a box-office
said Dennis Fir/Simons, Tribune's league history.
Tribune had said for months success under Tribune's ownerchairman, president and chief
that it would focus first on a sale ship and have spent dramaticalexecutive officer.
Speculation that the Cubs of die entire company before con- ly more money in recent years.
might be destined for new own- sidering selling individual pieces, Nevertheless, its stewardship will
ership ramped up last fall when which also include 23 television
CUBS
!l4
Tribune put itself up for possible stations and 11 newspapers. That
pitched a four and a half inning
shutout to give BG its second mercy rule victory in five
games.
In the first, Baca scored and
Allison Vallas moved to third
after UB's Liz llouke mishandled Zirkle's hit. Vallas scored on
a wild pitch to Brittany Hay.
Die third inningsawBGexplixle
for seven runs. Vallas hit her sixth
home run of the year to make
it 5-0. Later in the inning. Catty
Riepenhoff singled in a tun with
the bases loaded. The next latter,
Baca, singled in another ran and
Wiemer followed with a two run
single to make it 9-0.
"Buffalo shows up to play. They
play hard," Salsburg said, "those
were good victories for us."
The end of the weekend leaves
the MOODS with a .276 team average and three hitters over .400.
Wiemer leads the team with .636.
"Coach Salsburg has worked

HOT BATS
FABULOUS .400'$: Three Falcon bat

•

Allison Vallas-.417

•

Jeanine Baca- .417

with us so much developing our
swings and helping us to utilize
our power, but once you get in the
box. it's all mental." Wiemer said.
"The whole team is hitting well
off of good pitching."
."I'm really pleased with
.276," Salsburg said. "Anytime
you are .265 and higher you
are getting the job done more
times than not."
BG continues play this weekend starting at Oil on Friday and
then at Akron for a two game set
on Saturday and Sunday.

could nuke money on a game
between Toledo and Texas-El
Paso, the complaint said.
In a call later that month,
McDougle said another
player would be helping and
asked "Gary" to make a $2,000
bet for him on the game, the
complaint said.
The Rockets went on to
beat UTEP45-13 in theGMAC
Bowl. McDougle was injured
much of the 2005 season and
did not have any carries in
the bowl game.
McDougle was arraigned
Friday and released on
$10,000 bond. He was suspended from the team but
is allowed to attend classes,
O'Brien said.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

PRIZESUOOKUxtH

really have to look at this team,
and I'm not saying they are the
best team, but you have to look
at them and say they are one
of the best teams to play this
game."
It was hardly just a matter of
Donovan rolling the ball out
there. All season — including in
the 86-60 victory over Ohio State
in December — the Gators have
morphed into whatever kind of
team they needed to be to win.
In this one, stopping Oden
figured to be the key, but really
it was more complex than that.
The 7-foot freshman, who may
be one-year-and-done with the
NBA beckoning, stayed out of
foul trouble and played 38 minutes — just what the Buckeyes

figured they needed to have a
chance.
Florida's focus, however, was
more on stopping the rest of
the team. Oden drew mostly
single coverage when the ball
went into the post. Donovan
played a lot of zone and mixed
his big men in and out, adding
6-10 Marreese Speights to the
mix to give him five more fouls
to play with.
That strategy worked well
enough — well enough to Win
at least. Ohio Stale couldn't take
advantage of any other match
tips, especially on the perimeter.
Ivan I larris was the only Buckeye
to make a 3-pointer ova the first
39-plus minutes of the game,
and he finished 2-for-H. Mike
Conley |r. finished with 20 points
for Ohio State, but lots of them
came late after the Buckeyes
were playing big-time catchup.
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CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Houses! Houses!
(for 3-5 people)

2

7

Fn

From Page 12

Hayley Wiemer- .636

5

GATORS

TOLEDO

tecs are hitting 400 in MAC play

3 r1

6

(419)352-0717

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. < .ill card will be given on day of move in. either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount vour first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

MEC!CA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: inforameccabg.com

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

SPORTS
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CUBS
From Page 13
$} down as i hedceted if ii tails to
win so much as a single pennant
"It's i marquee franchise,"
said sports economist Andrew
/jmbalist, an economics profes-.in at Smith College who pens
d ■. value at 5500 million to
56 iO million depending on an]
changes to l\ contracts and how
\\ri):ir\ i ickl (actors into the deal.
But, he added, "Mj guess is this is
probabr) good news for Cubs fans
I don't think tribune Co. has done
a lot positive for the dub."
lim Speiss. who advise-.
.poiis team owners foi New
'"iik accounting linn Eisner III!
pegged the Cubs' value based on
1005 revenues at roughly $465 million, excluding an) debt, hut said
that's not onrj the factor in bidding for a spoil franchise. There's
nlvvavs i lot ol emolion. fora lot ol

Clauifiod Adl • 419-J7J-W7
. .

■

.il.

reasons," he said
Selig contended that Tribune's
ownership shouldn't be evaluated
solel\ on on-the field results.
"There are a lot of different
ways to evaluate ownership," he

said

i understand completely

the won-loss parameters people
use to judge people in this business, i lie irihuue Company has,
as far as I'm concerned, been outstanding owners."
The ownership issue overshadowed the start of the season in
Cincinnati lot the Cubs, who are
given a chance to contend in a
weak \ I .Central Division bill are
not the Favorites. The Beds beat
< hjcago5 I in the opener.
I ou Piniella, the Cubs" new
manager, said he met with his
players before the name and
told them not to let the news
affect them,
'We're not to going 10
change," he said. " The club's
going to be run the same way

..li..

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Looking tor studentteacher to choreograph a quincenita. Latinhip hop
routines. Call 419-308-7101.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SPAGHETTI S MEATBALLS

ATTN: ACTORS: Local movie company seeks actors & actresses ol all
ages tor summer projects Great experience tor resume. More into at
mantisandmoon.com or contact
chuydelos@aol.com

$5.50
352 9638
Wanted
iMdual.on tickets lor Arts 8
Sciences ceremony ■ 9:30 a.m.
Will pa/, lsata@bgsu.eflj
Wanted t or 2 lemale students.
5325 month *util. 2 bdrm townhs w,
porcli & garage Tara 419 551-6542

Child care center now hiring care
givers lor days. eves., wkends. Flex,
scheduling. Send resume or apply in
person lo Kidz Watch 580 Craig Dr
Suite 2 Perrysburg OH 43551
College Pro is now hiring palmers to
work outside with other students.
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities 1-888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro.com
Earn $2500- monthly and more
lo lype simple ads online
www DataAdEn1ry.com

- I R VAT t O N S

419 353 2277

Ms
Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabq com
Have a few places
open NOW

Fun Summer Job'
Fallen Timbers Fairways Golf
Course is hiring service oriented,
enthusiastic Pro-Shop and Bar Staff
Flexible scheduling around classes
and olher jobs. Training Provided
Over 21 preferred. Only 10 minutes
from Campus1 Apply in person 7711
Timbers Blvd. Waterville OH 43565.
No phone calls please.
HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Employees needed lo perform light
production work. Company oilers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm mosl days. Must work at
least 15 hours per week-can be lull
time many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
$6.85 per hour. Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St, Bowling Green. OH
43402..
MONEY LOW AFTER
SPRING BREAK????
"HIRING IMMEDIATELYWORK OUTSIDE WITH
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN
Sfl'HR. GUARANTEED!!
NO SELLING!)!
WORK UNTIL END OF SEMESTER
NIGHTS 3 9 PM & SATURDAY
YOU PICK THE DAYS!1
■MUST HAVE
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND NEAT APPEARANCE"
CALL KRIS ©419-261-6034

The Daily Crossword Fix

Servers needed!! Experience req.
Apply in person 100 N Mam St
N Baltimore. OH. 419-2570203.
The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07'Spring 08
Must be personable detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours Apply in person & pick up ap
plication at 204 West Hall.
Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell for The 8G News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own iransportation. flexible
hours Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.
TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB is hinng
for Servers/Bartenders Day or night
shifts. Tues.-Sat $10< per hour Apply in person. Tue..Wed Thu. btwn
2-4pm. 3949 River Rd.. Toledo, OH
43614 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

'*
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Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Lett
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
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1
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
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22
23
24
25
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28
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1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
26
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
39
40
41
43

Scottish Highlander
Loose stack
Crescent features
Eye amorously
Mild Dutch cheese
Super-sized?
Shortly
Leather punches
Actress Gabor
Infuses with bubbles
Effervesced
Slender and graceful
Gainsay
Pierre's pal
Noodles
Skin pit
Zealous
Eventually
Canvas colors?
__ a one fnone)
Of sound
Election mo.

44
45
46
46
49
50
61
59
60
61
62
63
64

Gooey mass
Vital statistic
Santa's helper
August sign
Little fellow
Pastoral poems
Cambodia's neighbor
Rhea's relative
Vehicle procession
WWII predator
Stitch together
Pressure unit
Firmed up
Wickerwork cane
Corn seed
Cleopatra's undoing
Dodging maneuver
Settle conclusively
Some glee club voices
Charon's transport
Deprived person
Abu Dhabi or Fujairah
Carried oul
Portals
Blather on
Microscopic particles
Tooth protection
Relaxed

Diner sign
TV accessory
Former
Lifted a glass to
Citrus cooler
Herbal drinks
Finally
Philanthropist
Links' vehicle
La Scala highlight
_ on (mollycoddles)
Baseball stals
Count (on)

HeinisiteApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bedrooms
Washor/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Lennon's love
Spearheaded
Downy ducks
Swelters
Nevada border lake
Bright aquarium fish
Romanov ruler
Tack on
Besides
Letters that explode
Sure shot
Ford or Dodge, e.g.
Raw mineral

Zero
Calendar component
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Telephone: 419-372-2851
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
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Monday-Thursday
9:00am-7:30pm
Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:30pm
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"0708 Rental 1 S 2 bdrm apis. 303
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 .All
next to campus. $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm listing 24/7 @
316 E. Merry 3. All close to dntn. ♦
more updates @CARTYRENTALS.
COM

3 bdrm. ranch house lor rent.
Close to campus. Dish washer'W D
Pet welcome. 419-352-2915.

Furnished room.lor lemale. lor rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit 419-354-6117.

3 bedroom house. 131 N Church

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.

For Sale
Buy ; Sell / Trade ' Rent
New Or Used
DVD's ' Video Games
Game Systems / And More
www.ubhoa.com 419-494-1588
Ranch house 3 bdrm.. 1 balh. Great
location, quiet neighborhood. Lots of
updates. $142,000. 419-308-4162.
Small starter mobile home
2 bdrm $3000 OBO
419-601-1514
For Rent
'07 - 08 School Year
1,2 S 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Available May 07. 1 yr lease.
$350 mo. & utilities.
Call 419-897-5997
12 month leases starling May 2007
424 S College - 3 BR House
$795 + util.
605 5th St. - 3 BR Apt.
$675 ♦ util.
818 2nd St. -2BR Apl
$500 + gas elec
1028 Klolz - 2 BR Townhouse
$660 • util
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

1457 Scott Hamillon. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. & for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

S750 mo.
419-308-2456

354-6036

525 N. Prospecl-3 bdrm.. 2 bath. 2
car garage $1000 M Avail in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500'M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 balh. lownhse
S800/M. Avail in Aug. 419-3530494

2 bdrm.. 1 bath apt W/D hookup.olf
street pkg . lull basement, close to
downtown. Avail May 1st. Leah. 419
353-7469

812 Third Si 2 story. 3 bdrm. 1
bath. $840 a mo. *util. 5 blocks trom
campus. Private, fenced in backyard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15 Call Phil 419-392-2812

2 bedrooms on 7th St WD. $650
mo. plus utilities Available May 1st.
419-287-4337

Apts S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterenlals.com

3 bdm house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W'D, AC. One-2
bdrm. apt off street pkg Close to
BGSU All avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419352-4773 419-601-3225 (cell).

Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm.
house, 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo
1 bdrm. apis $300 S $350 per mo.
Year lease req. All close to BGSU
Call 419-308-2458

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.

Enclave II waives $75 app. fee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

3 bdrm house. $800 plus utils. Avail
8/16. Sm. pel allowed. 404 S College 419.352 4850 & 419 352.6948,

Female subleaser needed for summer. $221/mo. plus utilities. Call
Jessica 419-615-8063.

709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

Ivpois *
"Restnclions Apply

Breakfast, Lunch fjjgj Dinner All Day!

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAW

1-800-899-8070

552 5/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150
.

V

May - Aug. lease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
House lor rent 4 bdrm . 2 balh. 1015 min trom campus. $700 mo. incl.
appliance* a trash. 419-341 0978.
Houses. Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 2M-F
www.bgaoartmenls com
Quiet tenants preferred
MAY. AUG.. OR SUMMER LEASES
Sludenls & Grad Sludents
Pnvale Owners Management
Open Day Eves: 419-352-3445.
Only 2 great houses left. Close to
campus. Lg. 4 bdrm.. new decor,
all appl. W D, built in bar. garage,
logs of pkg.. lg. fenced yard. 419353-7374.
Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590
Quiet. 1 bedroom unlurn apt. on S.
College Dr Available August. $360.
Call 419-352-9378.
Subleaser for May 07 to May 08
lease. $349 mo., plus util.will play
$100 per mo.. Own room, w/bathrm.
. Enclave II. Call Amanda, for details. 740-815-3063
Summer lease. Furn. 1 bdrm. apt.
Private bathrm.. W'D. A/C. swim
pool & more. $350 * util. 1st mo.
rent 1/2 price 330-284-4243.
Summer subleaser needed 3 bedrm
townhouse on S. College. Pels allowed, nice yard Not leased lor next
year yet Call 740-627-6600.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
1 Bedroom & St idiot Available
Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leases Avail
Private Patios
419-3S2-7881

(HO

From Only $490!

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
$395.00 - $450.00
Quiel location, Laundry on Site
www.bghighiandmgrni.corn
Highland Management
419-354-6036
TOO MUCH TO DO?
No, I can'l write your paper.
No, I can't take your exam.
?? LOOKING FOR AN APT. ??
YES. I can help YOU i
YES. I sure can!
419-308-1287.

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
Evergreen Apts.
21SE.Pn... Rd.
Large-1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only IS minute walk to campus!
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(Rt 64 & Poc Kd ,
Bowling Green. OH
419.354.9433
t.vc 419 354 9729
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1'/? Blocks From Campus

B(, ( *u IS * full service family
resUiiranl. Home marie masheri
potatoes, cake. pie. Roll, anri ♦
cor no read. Steaks, Chicken,
Si-.tlo.nl. TasU. Golden Age. anri
Children's menu.
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HillsdaleApts.
1082 FairviewAve.
rm Apts. or 3bdrmTwnh.
■ 'i.'r& Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryt-rs (in 2, i bdrm)
Air Conditioning
C arporls & BGSU Bus Shuttle
.lit internet discount

bookstore!

brought to you by

"Everywhere we go, half of
the fans ate Cubs tans.' I lendry
told reporters in Cincinnati.

•
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IM South Main Street
Bowling Green

it's always been run. I told the
players that with the business
end, they don't have any control
over that The only thing they
can control is what they do on
the field."
Cubs
President
John
McDonough said there hasn't
been any indication Tribune will
cut hack on resources for the
leant in its lame-duck ownership
season, although he declined to
say whether the announcement
might affect negotiations with
pitcher Carlos Zambrano on a
multiyear contract.
"I feel confident that if during the [season's] midpoint we
need to improve the ballclub,
those resources will he there,"
he said.
General Manager lim I lendry
called the Cubs one of the premier franchises in sports.
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Management inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 t«J

SOUTH
SIDE
419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
www.southside6.coni

